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ABSTRACT 

The existence and complexity of decision procedures for 

families of deterministic pushdo,,., -n automata are investigated, with 

special emphasis on positive decidability results for those questions, 

such as equivalence, which are known to become undecidable when the 

deterministic restriction is removed. 

The equivalence problem is proved decidable for the following 

three deterministic families, all of which are already extensive 

enough to have undecidable inclusion problems: 

(a) nonsingular automata -a realtime subfamily, which extends 

the largest corresponding classes with previously known 

equivalence testS2 

finite-turn automata - characterised by having a bound on 

the number of times the direction of the stack movement can 

change, and 

(c) one-counter automata - defined by restricting the stack 

alphabet to just one symbol. 

The problem of whether a language defined by a machine in one 

family, can be recognised by one in another, is a convenient 

formulation of numerous decidable or potentially decidable questions. 

We show that such questions as whether a deterministic context-free 

language can be recognised by a machine in any one of the above 

named classes, must be, if decidable at all, at least as difficult 

to decide as whether such a langu? ge is regular. We re-examine the 

regularity test of Stearns, and obtain an improved algorithm. We 



do this by reducing by an exponential order the upper bound on the 

possible state complexity of regular sets recognised by deterministic 

pushdown automata of a given size, to a level close to one known 

to be achievable. 

We pursue an application of this analysis to a schema theoretic 

problem. We consider the succinctness with which certain functional 

schemas can be used to express equivalent large flowchart schemas, and 

obtain closely matching upper and lower bounds for a measure of this. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To understand the meaning of an executable computer program we 

have to relate its finite specification to its possibly infinite 

distinct behaviours when appLied to different inputs. Finding 

general ways of doing this is a primary goal 4 in the theoretical 

study of computations. The specific aims of such investigations are 

to gain insight into the computational behaviour of whole classes of 

programs, and hence to be able to analyse instances of various 

particular problems for any program within these classes. The 

recursive decidabilitY of the problems concerned is an important 

criterion of the practical viability of such analysis: the existence 

of an effective decision procedure capable of determining the truth 

of any instance of a particular question for a given class of 

programs, means not only that this analysis can be automated, but 

usually also that an a priori bound can be placed on its difficulty. 

In contrast, if the problem is undecidable for the class, that is, 

there is no effective procedure for solving it in general, then new 

instances of it can always be found for which the solution is more 

difficult than before and requires further creative effort. 

The computations we shall study are those that can be carried 

out by abstract deterministic automata that have only a pushdown 

stack and a finite-state control for storage. This is a formalisation 

of the stack concept which is widely used in practical programming, 

for example in writing syntax analysers, or in implementing 

recursion in compilers. Consequently our results will rel--te to 

areas outside automata theory, such as the syntax of programming 

languages, and certain formal models of recursive programs. 
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The observation primarily motivating our work is that, while 

these families of automata are wide enough to be relevant to 

practical computations, many of the important questions about their 

behaviour can be shown to be decidable. This is a very rare 

conjunction of attributes for computational models so far studied. 

It is generally found that for abstract models designed to describe 

useful classes of programs, nearly all the key properties can be 

shown to be undecidable. For example, if we extend any of the 

families we shall consider by introducing nondeterminism, or by 

allowing a second stack, then we already lose the decidability 

properties we desire most. 

The actual machines we investigate are deterministic pushdown 

automata (dpda), which have been widely studied before'92,, 3, and 

certain restrictions of them. These are all acceptors in the sense 

that the input consists of a sequence of synbols on a tape, and the 

output of either a 'yes' or a 'no' depending on the configurations 

of the machine after the input tape has been scanned. Thus each 

machine defines a set of strings of symbols, or a language, namely 

that consisting of exactly the strings that are accepted, i. e. lead 

to a 'yes'. These languages are all context-free, and have the 

additional useful property that they can all be parsed easily in 

linear time. 

We note that this input-output behaviour is not quite as 

restrictive as it would appear. Problems to do with related but 

superficially more general machines (e. g. transducers which output a 

symbol for each symbol read ) can often be reduced to corresponding 

questions about acceptors and languages. 
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The decision problem with which we are most concerned for 

these families of automata is that of equivalence, i. e. is there an 

effective test to determine whether two machines perform equivalent 

computations? The existence of such a test has the practical sig- 

nificance that it provides a most convenient model-independent 

mechar,: Lsm for verifying correctness. Thus if we have ar, automaton 

which is optimised in some way, and therefore perhaps complicated, 

and we want to prove that it will perform exactly as it is intended, 

then we could build a second automaton which is more perspicuous in 

structure but possibly otherwise unsuitable, and test the two for 

equivalence. Other criteria of correctness would, in contrast, 

necessitate that a new distinct language for describing the intended 

computation be introduced and related to the automata formalism. 

The inclusion problem (i. e. to decide whether one language is 

a subset of another ) is related to the equivalence problem in that 

any procedure for deciding the former would lead directly to one for 

the latter. Thus, as distinct from the eAisting analysis of such 

classes as the regular sets3, bounded languageS4, and parenthesis 

languages5, for all of which both inclusion and equivalence are 

decidable, positive solutions to the equivalence problem for families 

with an undecidable inclusion problem assume new significance. 

Our main results for the equivalence problem are to show for 

three distinct families of automata that they are in just this 

category. The only comparable family we know of is that of two-tape 

acceptors6,7. For the class of LL(k) languages8 (which include the 

simple9 languages), although equivalence has been shown to be 

decidable, the inclusion problem is currently open. We will show 

that both two-tape acceptors and LL(k) languages correspond closely 
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to particular restrictions of two of our families, and hence that 

the decidability of the equivalence problem for both of them now 

also follows as corollaries to our results. 

In addition to proving decidability results we are also 

concerned with giving bounds for the complexity of the dcrived 

decision procedures. A bound on the time complexity of a problem 

(i. e. on the time required by the best possible decision procedure 

in the worst case ) gives an indication not only of how much time 

may be needed for an automatic analysis, but also ofthe possible 

difficulty in an informal sense, of resolving particular instances of 

it. The complexities are expressed in terms of functions which have 

the parameters of the machine description as arguments. Thus if we 

have a polynomial time bound on a decision procedure for orc problem, 

but know that an exponential time is necessary for deciding another, 

then this will indicate that for sufficiently large machines, it 

will be easier to solve a problem of the first kind than one for the 

second. 

Valid measures of absolute complexity for decision procedures 

are numerous, and may depend additionally on the machine model on 

which one intends to execute them. For this reason we are usually 

content with answers specifying only the number of levels of 

exponentiation, if any, involved. Thus typically we may say that a 

procedure takes polynomial, or perhaps exponential time, without 

giving further details. This kind of classification is known to be 

robust enough not to depend on which one of the customary machine 

models is chosen. 10 

More satisfying results, which are now totally machine 
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independent, can be given, however, for the relative complexities of 

the various decision problems. Thus we show that, in a specified 

sense, certain decision problems must be equal, '_y difficult, and that 

some others must be at least as difficult as these. Such results, 

besides confirming our experience with known de-cision procedures, 

also throw light on several specific currently open problems, which 

we show to be at least as difficult to decide as a question for which 

the best procedure we have been able to find works in double 

exponential time. 

Although the decidability and complexity results themselves 

yield considerable information, the techniques used in the proofs 

and the properties on which they depend are equally important in 

giving insight into the structure ofthese computations. Oiir 

presentation will therefore attempt to highlight informally the 

ideas we believe are new and most important. We shall omit details 

of arguments which are well-known and occur elsewhere in the litera- 

ture. Where, for the sake of completeness, we mention results not 

directly related to our main theme, we shall just sketch the main 

ideas from which a proof can be reconstructed. 

We suggest the following as appropriate both for preliminary 

reading and for providing motivation to our work from diverse angles: 

A general exposition of the concepts of automata and decidability is 

given in Hopcroft and Ullman3. Basic results about dpda are also to 

he fpilnd 6ere, as well as in Ginsburg and Greibachl. Various 

grammatical charac teris at ions of families of deterministic languages 

and their relevance to parsing are described by Knuth1l, Korenjak 

and Hopcroft 99 Rosenkrantz and Steams 
8, 

and Harrison and Ha7ell2. An 

introduction to program schemas, and a description of the relation- 
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ship between certain recursive schemas and pushdown automata can be 

found in Paterson13. 
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I PRELIMINARIES 

This first section introduces the definitions, basic notions, 

and preliminary results which we shall use in subsequent chapters. 

From the start we take a more complexity conscious approach to the 

subject than is available elsewhere in the literature. Consequently 

the preliminary ideas we have to introduce, although mostly well 

known, have had to be reformulated so as to give the more precise 

constructions which we now require. In particular we have to bypass 

those of the widely used standard constructions that lead to 

exponential explosions. 

We first define the class of deterministic pushdown automata. 

Our criterion of acceptance differs from the most popular one3, but 

is the more natural for our purposes. The definition is very broad 

in the sense that for any dpda specA-fied in one of the other standard 

ways, there is always an equivalent one in our formulation that is 

not much more complex. Further, by placing simple restrictions on 

this class, we can also define several important subclasses which we 

shall later study. 

The size or complexity of a dpda we describe by means of 

several of the parameters of its description, which we go on to 

specify. We then investigate the tradeoffs that can be realised 

when a machine is transformed to another equivalent one in order to 

economise on one of these parameters at the expense of the others. 

In the second chapter we give results about the complexity of 

problems already known to be decidable. We justify the claim that 
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these problems are'easy'by verifying that simple decision procedures 

exist for solving them, which work in time depending only poly- 

nomially on the parameters of the tested machines. In the course of 

this we define a normal form for dpda, and illustrate its use by 

deriving some of the decidability results as trivial consequences of 

its existence. 

Throughout we judge the relative power of the various sub- 

families of machines by comparing the classes of languages to which 

they correspond. For simplicity, therefore, when this is not 

otherwise confusing, we often identify a family of machines with the 

class of languages it defines. 
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Chapter 1 DEFINITIONS 

1.1 Deterministic Pushdown Automata 

A pushdown automaton (pda) is an abstract device -vTiiose memory 

consists of a pushdown. stack and a finite state control. It can 

read a string of characters from a finite alphabet from its unique 

input tape, which can progress past the input head of the machine in 

only one direction, and only once. At any step of the computation 

the transitions which the machine can undergo are determined by the 

state of the finite state control, the contents of the top of the 

stack, and the character under the input head. An input word is 

either "accepted" or "rejected", depending on the "configui-ations" 

the machine can reach after having read its last character. Each 

such automaton defines a language i. e. the set of words it accepts. 

The languages which are defined by the class cf pushdown automata 

are exactly the context-free languages of Chomsky1413. 

We are here interested in the deterministic restriction of 

this class, namely the case where each combination of state, top 

stack symbol, and input character defines a unique machine transition. 

The class of such deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) we call D. 

More formallyfor a machine M6D, let E be its finite 

input alphabet {a, b, c, ... 
}, F its finite stack alphabet 

and Q its finite state set {sl, S2, ... }. We denote strings of 

input characters by a, ý, etc., and strings of stack symbols by wl, 

W2 etc. We define E and A to be the null elements of E and F 
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respectively. In addition we use the special symbol 0 to denote an 

empty stack. 

A configuration c= (s, w) is an element of Qx ({Q} vF+) and 

describes the state and stack content (starting from the empty stack 

end) of the machine at some instant. The mode of a configuration c 

is an element from Qx (fQ} v F). and des crib es the state and top stack 

symbol of c. Thus the mode of (s, wA) is (s, A), and that of (s, Q) 

is (s, Q) . The machine has a set F c: Qx (IQ} v F) of distinguished 

accepting mo es. 

The set of transition rules A is a set of rules of the form 

TF (s , 
u! ) 

where Tr F- Ev {F-J, with the additional restriction that each mode is 

eith. -r (i) an F--mode i. e. occurs on theleft in just one rule, and 

6 
there with an ý transition. 

or a reading mode i. e. has at most one 
a) rule for each 

E: 
, acE, and no , rule. 

The machine M makes the move (s, wA) 
7T ) (s', ww') from the 

one configuration to the other if and only if one of the rules is 

A) IT 
) (s', w'), where 7T E: Ev {c}. If 7T E: E then Tr, the input 

character currently under the input head on the tape, is considered 

to have been read, and the head moves to the next position on the tape. 

Otherwise the head does not move. 

A derivation c)C? is a sequence of moves starting from 

configuration c and ending with c'. It is an a-derivation, ca)cII 
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if the execution of it is accompanied by the reading of the word a on 

the input tape. 

There is a distinguished starting configuration cs, which for 

simplicity we assume to belong to Qx (f Q} v F) . We say that a 

configuration c' is reachable from c iff there is some derivation 

C)c. When we say that c'-is reachable we mean that it is 

reachable from cs. 

An input string a is accepted by M iff cs a) 
c for some c 

whose mode belongs to F, and rejected iff it is not accepted. Two 

configurations c, cI are distinguished by a if a-derivations can 

take one to an accepting mode but not the other. The rank of two 

configurations c and c' (denoted by rank (c, c') ) is defined as the 

length of a shortest string distinguishing the two, if one exists, 

and - otherwise. Two configurations are said to be equivalent, 

i. e. c -= c'. iff rank (c, c') = -. Two machines M, M' are equi-valent 

iff their starting configurations are equivalent. 

We denote the set of strings which can take the machine from a 

configuration c to accepting modes, by L(c). Then clearly cc 

if fL (c) =L (c f ). For a machine M we denote L(cs) by L(M), and for 

a class X of such machines, we will abbreviate JL(M) IM6 XI to 

L(X). 

I Thus, to summarise, each dpda (as well as the language it 

def ines) is completely specified by a sextuple M(E, F, Qq F5 A2 cs) . 

The following illustrates the main points: 
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Example 1.1 

For machine M let E= {a, b, c}, F= JAO, A, B}, Q= {SII S21 S3}, ) 

F=Qx JQJ, cs = (sl, AO) and A the set of transitions: 

(sl, Ao ) a, (sl, A) 

(sl, 

(S2, 

2, B) 6) (s 2, 

(S2, A) a) (s2, 

a A) (sl, AA) 

BB) 

c (sl, B) (S3, 

(s 3, B) c (S3, 

(S 3, A) , (S 3, 

Then it can be easily verified that 

L(M) = fanbman In, m >11 v {anbmcm In, m >1J. 

For our notation we follow standard conventions for sets. For 

a string x we denote the reversal of x by xR, the length of x by Ix 19 

and the concatenation of n copies of x by xn. For Za set of strings, 

and Z+ will denote its transitive closure under concatenation, 

with and without the null string respectively, and g will denote the 

empty set. The symbol $ will always stand for an input character 

'- being discussed. which, by convention, does not belong to the 'Ll 

1.2 Elementary Properties 

We first note that the more customary definition of acceptance 

is by states rather than modes')3. It can be however easily veri- 

fied (Hopcroft and Ullman3, Lemma 12-3) that the classes of languages 

defined by the two methods are identical. Further, as we shall now 
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indicate, all the key properties on which theorems particular to dpda 

depend, are a consequence of determinism, and are independent. olL ' the 

manner of acceptance chosen. 

One effect of the deterministic restriction is to ensure that 

once a sequence of c-moves has started, the subsequent computation 

is uniquely determined by the original configuration, and can depend 

on the input tape again only when the c-sequence has terminated. 

Thus if the latter never terminates, then it is clearly redundant 

and can be eliminated. If it is finite and gives rise to the deri- 

vation (s, wA) 
F- ) (s'. ww'B) where (s', B) is a reading mode, then 

such c-derivations can be eliminated by replacing the c-rule for 

(s, A) by rules of the form (s, A) a) (s",, w'w") for each rule 

(s' 
, B) -a -+ (S", W"). Thus we conclude that E: -moves can only be 

essential in a dpda for derivations which cause the stack to 

decrease in height. 

Similarly, but for other reasons, having a multiplicity of 

states cannot be essential in derivations where the stack is 

increasing. State information can always b-2 coded into the top stack 

symbol and thus transmitted indefinitely, as long as no top symbol 

is ever removed. Thus in Example 1.1, while the distinctness of 

states S2 and S3 is essential, the information which s, carries, 

i. e. that the stack is in the increasing phase, could be coded into 

the stack symbols. We could therefore modify M to obtain another 

equivalent one with state set just {S2, SO, but with an enlarged 

stack alphabet {Ao, A, A1 31 B9 B'}, if we replaced cs by (S29 AO)q 

and replaced the transition rules involving sl by the following: 

(S21 Ao )a) 02ý A') (S23, A') -a -ý' (S22 AAI) 
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(S (S2, BI)bý (S2, BB') 

a (S2, B' )) (s 2, (S2, B') cý (S3, 

Another consequence of determinism that is useful for showing 

that certain languages cannot be recognised by any irachine in a 

given class, is the following observation, of which a formal version 

is stated and proved by Ginsburg and Greibachl: 

Observation 1.1 

The effect of input strings periodic in a given word a 

(i. e. of the form an for n> 1" on a dpda is 

either (a) to cause the stack to never grow larger than some 

constant height, 

or (b) to create stacks which are periodic in some stack word 

everywhere except for parts of bounded length at the top 

and bottom. 

Using this we can formally verify that c-moves, multiple states,, 

and a multiple stack alphabet, are all essential features of any dpda 

recognising the language of Example 1.1. Formal arguments of this 

kind are given by Ginsburg and Greibachl, and by Harrison and Havell2. 

We note that the normal form given by Greibach for context-free 

Janguages shows that in the nondeterministic case, c-moves and 

15 
multiple state sets are inessential . 
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1.3 Subfamilies 

We can define some important subfamilies of D by specifying 

simple syntactic restrictions on the machine descriptions: 

One-counter machines (C) are those dpda with just one stack 

symbol. In these the stacks can only be used to count, and hence a 

configuration is best described as (s, n) where seQ, n>0. Such 

counters are closely related to the registers of Minsky16. 

Realtime machines (R) are those with no e-modes. They 

recognise strings in real time, as opposed to merely linear time. 

Stateless machines (S) are those with just one state. This 

state can therefore be omitted from the description of the configu- 

rations or transition rules. A consequence of the restriction is 

that no information can be transmitted during stack decreasing 

derivations. 

That the languages defined by each of these three classes is 

properly contained in L(D) follows from the previously made obser- 

vation that the language defined in Example 1.1 cannot be recognised 

by any machine in C, R or S. 

For all such classes we can have the additional restrictions 

that 

(a) 

or that (b) no rule is defined for modes in Qx {Qj. 

For the classes D, C, R and S, we respectively define the sub- 
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classes Dog Cog Ro and So by imposing both restrictions (a) and (b), 

and Dl,, C15 R, and S, by imposing just the first of these. That 

each of the implied containments is proper can be easily verified by 

observing that if X is any one of D, C, R or S then E E: L(Xl) but 

Et L(Xo), and lanbm Im< n} E: L(X) but J L(Xl). Although XI thus 

properly extends X0, it does not usc the stack in any more general 

way, and consequently many of its properties can be deduced directly 

from those of the corresponding X0. For simplicity, therefore, we 

shall only study the classes X and X0. 

We note that classes equivalent to Do and RO have been studied 

by Harrison and Havelý2 (who call them strict, and realtime strict 

deterministic respectively), and the class So by Korenjak ana 

Hopcroft9. To show that So is just the 'simple' machines of the 

latter, we have to demonstrate that E-moves are redundant in it. 

This is obvious since stack symbols with the property that A6)A 

can clearly be eliminated from the rules, while c-moves which cause 

increases in stack height can be removed in the manner indicated 

in § 1.2. 

1.4 Some Family Properties 

There are some further restrictions on families of machines 

and languages that are related to the definitions above. 

A language LE is said to have the prefix property iff 

EE+ and acL =ý j L. From the definition of Do, CO, RO and So 

it is immediate tuat these all have this property. For L(DO) we can 
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say, further, that it contains all the languages of L(D) that have 

this property. For consider an McDs. t. L(M) has the prefix prop- 

erty, and modify it to an equivalent M' c Do as follows: Introduce 

a special Q-simulating symbol at the bottom of the stack to ensure 

that no accepting derivation has an intermediate empty stack config- 

uration. Then for each accepting r-ode of M introduce an c-move to a 

new state from which any stack will be emptied by further c-moves. 

The modified machine clearly has the-required prope-tties12. 

The quasirealtime12 property is a relaxation of the realtime 

restriction. E-moves are now allowed to occur, but only a bounded 

number of times consecutively. If this bound is say n, then only up 

to n stack characters can be removed in a single E-derivation. Thus, 

by changing the stack alphabet so that each stack is now specified 

by symbols encoding blocks of n+1 old symbols (with a block of 

possibly fewer symbols at the top of the stack), and changing the 

transition rules so that these blocks are manipulated correctly, the 

old machine can be simulated by a new one with the same states, but 

with no c-modes. A more formal proof of a similar statement is 

given by Harrison and Have112. Thus we car, conclude the following: 

Observation 1.2 

The power of the quasirealtime machines is no larger than that 

of R. 

Finally we mention a syntactic restriction on the transition 

rules. A dpda is conservative iff in any rule (s, A) ) (S', W) 

where IwI > 12 it is the case that the first symbol of w is A. 
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Lemma 1.3 will show directly that this is not a proper restriction 

on the power of D, C or of the quasirealtime machines. However S 

and So are properly restricted to the symmetric languages, Sy and SyO 

respectively. An immediate property of these symmetric machines is 

that they cannot transmit information even while the stack is 

ne. nIn> 1} cannot be recognised increasing. Thus the language Ja va 

by such a machine since the latter could not distinguish between 

being in the upward phase from being-in the downwara phase of the 

computation. Consequently SyO ýj So and Sy % S. 

1.5 Derivations 

We now introduce some terminology and notation for describing 

the geometrical movements of the stack, that are in addition useful 

conrepts in talking about derivations. 

The height Icl of a configuration c is the length of its stack 

Icl = lwl if c= (s, w) for some s. 

The derivation c ct) CI is a stacking derivat-ion iff Icl < Ic'I 

and every intermediate configuration in the derivation has height 

greater than Icl. It is then written as c t(a) c'. The derivation 

is a popping derivation iff Icl > Ic'l and every intermediate con- 

figuration in the derivation has height greater than Ic'l. It is 

then written as c ý(a) c'. (N. B. The notation t, ý is used by 

Stearns2 but with the converse meanings. ) It is a positive derivation, 

written as cc iff no intermediate configuration has 

empty stack. 
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We define the stacking sequence of a stacking derivation as a 

sequence of modes pi. Each ýii is the mode of the unique configuration 

of height (i + 1) in the derivation that is not followed by any 

configuration of height < (i + 1) subseauently in the derivation. 

Note that if (s, w) t(a) (s' 
, w') then Iii is not defined unless 

IwI <-i+l <-Iw'l, and may not be def-Lued for all intermediate values 

(e. g. if the derivation consists of a single move corresponding to a 

transition rule of the form (s. A) ) (s'., wl) where jwjj > 2. ) 

The significance of 1ji for the configuration corresponding to it, is 

that it contains all the information about the previous computation 

that may influence the subsequent part of the derivation. 

We define analogously the popping sequence for a popping 

derivation to be a sequence of states ai. Each ai is the state of 

the unique configuration of height i in the derivation that is not 

preceded by any configuration with height < i. 

For w E: rj>>0 we define wi, j to be the substring of w 

starting from the (i + 1)th character and ending with the jth. An 

index set N is an ordered subset of the positive integers. Thus any 

N induces a natural segmentation of w into words wij, where i<j 

and i, jcN. 

The stacking and popping sequences w. r. t. index set N (Fig. 1) 

are just the subsequences of these corresponding to the elements of 

N. We define the segmentation of a in the stacking derivation 

c t(a) c' w. r - t. an index set N= {ij, --- in}, as the unique 

sequence of input words aý lin)., ai n-lin 
with the properties 

that thereexist rvio, il, ai n3, in+l wh(re i0 +1 c in+ cs-t- 
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a=a iO3, ilotil 
3J2 

*** 'ainD in+ 
12 

and that if c' has stack w, ther. for the stacking sequence 

{(sr, A-r)l w. r. t. fio, ... 

(sr) Ar) ý(Otir)ir+d (sr+13, wir)ir+l Ar+l) 

for 1<r<n. In other words ai r)ir+l 
is just that part of the 

input string which takes the derivation from the last configuration 

of height ir+1 to the last one of height ir+1+1 provided that neither 

is followed by configurations smaller than themselves. We can 

similarly define ai, j for i<j and i, jcN. 

Analogously the segmentation of a popping derivation w. r. t. N 

can also be defined. ai, j is then the part of the input string that 

takes the derivation from the first configuration of height i, to 

the first configuration of height j, where now i 

1.6 Complexity Measures 

We shall describe the size of a dpda in terms of the following 

parameters: 

t= size of stack alphabet 

q= size of state set 

size of input alphabet 

h= length of longest stack word occurring in the transition 

rules 

u= number of transition rules. 
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We shall express the complexity measures relating to these 

machines in terms of functions with these parameters as arguments 

e. g. X(t, q). We shall be primarily concerned with the asymptotic 

values, as the arguments become large, of positive valued functions 

monotonic in each parameter. 

describe such behaviour: 

Def inition 

We introduce the following notation to 

The function X(xl,..., xn) is of order En iff n is the largest 

integer such that 

llm log(n+1)X(y,..., y) > 0. 
Y-><m log y 

2 logX Y/x 2 Then, for example, xx will be EO, xj. 2 and x! 

will be El, etc. For convenience we shall refer to an expression X, 

even if it is of several variables, as polynomial if it is bouiLded 

above by some multinomial. 

When we are interested in the leading exponent in an expression, 

we use the following more detailed notation: 

Def inition 

The function X(xl, ... xm) is of order En(y(xl, ... xm)) iff 

3 k, kI>0s. t. for all sufficiently large xj, ... Ym, 

Expn(ky) <X< Expn(k'Y). 

[Here Expo(x) = x, Expr+l(x) = 2Expr(x) for r>0, and similarly for 

log, which we shall always take to the base 2. ] 
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1.7 Tradeoffs in Description 

The dpda definition allows equivalent machines to have very 

dissimilar specifications. For example any language recognised by a 

finite state automaton with n states can clearly be recognised by 

some dpda with q=n and t=1, and also by some with q=1 and t=n. 

We investigate an aspect of this flexibility of description by asking 

to what extent an arbitrary dpda can be modified to obtain an equiv- 

alent one, so as to economise on one of the parameters at the 

possible expense of the others. 

We define LD(nj, n2, n3) as the class of languages specified 

by dpda with q< nl, t< n2 and h< n3. Then the questions we want 

to ask can be naturally phrased as inclusion problems for these 

classes. We note, however, that only the first of the following 

lemmas depends on determinism. 

Lemma 1.1 

I LD(q, t, h) j6 LD(q7l, n2, n3) for any u2, n3- 

Harrison and Have112 show that the set 

jambkambk 11 <k<n, 1< ml 

. can be recognised by a dpda with n states, but not by one with fewer. 
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Lemma 1.2 

LD(q, t, h) c-- LD(q, th, 2) for t 

Proof 

We give a simple construction for converting an arbitrary dpda 

to an equivalent one which simulates it closely, but does not 

require long right hand sides in the rules., or extra c-moves. We 

leave the state set unchanged but enlarge the stack alphabet to 

consist of all strings in r+ of length less than h, each typically 

denoted by [AB.. C], in the following way: 

Replace each rule (s, A) 
7T 

) (s IIB, 

... Bn) 3, wh er e Tr cEv{E: } 

and n>2, by the set of rules 

[wA] ) Tr 
) (s 12 [wBI] [B2 

... Bnl )ý 

one for each wcF*s. t. IwI <h-1, and make the analogous 

replacements for the rules with n<2. 

Then clearly the new stack alphabet will be of size 

t+ t2 + ... + th-I < th, and if acceptance is defined in the 

obvious way, then the new machine xHll be equivalent to the old one. El 

Note 1 

The new stack symbols that are not redundant in the modified 

machine are exactly those of the form [wA] where Bww' appears in 

some rule of the old machine for some B and w'. Consequently the 

new stack alphabet is essentially of size at most thu, and so really 

depends only polynomially on the original machine description. From 
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this it follows that the number of transition rules, and hence all 

of the description, need only be increased polynomially by this 

cons truc tion. 

Note 2 

The construction preserves the conservative property. Thus even 

symmetric languages have a normal form with h= 

Lemma 1.3 

LD (q, t, h) c LDcons (qth 
2 t., 2) f or t 

and LD(q, 1, h) = LD(qh, 1,2). 

Proof 

At the expense of introducing new c-moves and increasing q we 

can reduce h to 2 and make the machine conservative. 

The new state set consists of 

c Q, wc r+, 1w1< hl 

Each transition rule (s, A) Tr ) (s, B, ... Bn)q with n ýý 2, we 

replace by the set: 

Tr 
ý (s A) ,( 

[s' 
, 

B2 ... 
Bnl 9 Bl) 

( [s' 
, Bi ... Bnl, Bi-) 6) ([s', Bi+, ... Bnl , Bi-, Bi) for 1<i<n 

( [S v, Bnj, Bn-1) 6) (s, Bn-lBn) 

This construction merely ensures that instead of a large stack word 

being added in one move, it is built up in a succession of specially 
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created F--moves. 11 

Note 

The. non-redundant subset of the new state set depends only 

polynomially on the original parameters and is bounded by uh. 

The machine description as a whole is again increased only 

polynomially. 

Lemma 1.4 

LD (q, t, h) = LD (qt, 2, h. Flogtl ). 

Proof 

We code each stack symbol into binary words of fixed length 

0 
[iogtj. For each old state of the machine, the new one has to be 

able to interpret the top coded word in the stack. To do this it 

traces down, via e-moves, a path of a binary tree of depth [logtl 

while popping this top word. Thus the new machine needs a tree with 

about t nodes in its state diagram for each original state. Thus 

the state set is now of size qt, and h has increased to h. logtj 

We conclude by relating the other parameters p and u to q, t 

and h. By the deterministic condition on the transition rules, u is 

clearly bounded above by qtp. On the other hand the input alphabet 

may, in theory, be arbitrarily large. However, the number of char- 

acters which produce distinct behaviour from the automaton is boun- 

ded by the other parameters in the following way: Each input char- 

acter can occur in at most qt rules, each of which has one of no 

more than qth+l different possible right hand sides. Thus the 
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machine can only distinguish up to (qth+l)qt different input charac- 

ters, and if there are more, then at least some of them can be 

identified with each other without influencing the computations. 

a 

1.8 Family Relationships 

We conclude by summarizing in fig. 2 the relative power of the 

classes of automata with which we shall be most concerned. We use 

the following relations for arbitrary classes X and Y: 

Y only if VME: Y. % 3MIcxs. t. L (M) =L (M') 

Y only if VM F- Y, 3McXs. t. L (M) $=L (M') 

where $ is a distinguished symbol. 

For the definitions of No, T and dB - S, see chapters 3,4 and 

8 respectively. All the relationships in the diagram are immediate 

from the definitions or well known, with the exception of the 

position of No, which we prove in Chapter 3, that of 2-tape 

acceptors, explained in Chapter 4, and that of S, for which we omit 

the proof. 
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Chapter 2 EASILY DECIDABLE PROBLEMS 

2.1 Introduction 

Here we shall discuss some properties of determinIstic 

languages which have been previously known to be decidable. We give 

decision procedures for these, and show them to be easier than the 

procedures for equivalence and regularity that we derive in later 

chapters, in the sense that they all require only polynomial time. 

These "easily decidable" problems for L E: L(D) include 

(i) membership - does acL? 

(ii) emptiness - is there some a s. t. a E: L? 

(iii) finiteness - is L finite or infinite? 

JL? (iv) totality - is there some a s. t. a f- 

(v) equivalence with regular set L' - is LLI? 

(vi) has L the pref ix property? 

The first three of these are decidable for context-free 

languages in general but the last three rely on the deterministic 

restriction. Techniques for proving such decidability results are 

given by Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir17 and by Ginsburg and 

Greibachl. Here we shall concentrate on the complexity of just some 

of them. 

We know of no arguments giving interesting lower bounds for 

the ti me complexity of any of these decision problems, and, for t is 
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reason, we shall not linger to give exact upper bounds either. 

However, for each problem there is often an alternative natural 

measure of complexity. For some of these we can give upper and 

lower bounds which differ by only a modest amount. Examples of such 

particular measures of complexity include, for the emptiness problem, 

the maximum length of shortest strings accepted by non-empty machines 

of a given size, and, for the regularity problem, the maximum size of 

the smallest finite-state automata equivalent to some dpda of a 

given size. 

2.2 Emptiness 

We shall consider from two viewpoints the complexity of this 

problem, which plays a crucial role in subsequent decision procedures. 

The proof of decidability of emptiness given by Bar-Hillel, 

17 for context-ree languages depends on the Perles, and Shamir L 

dcrivation tree3 of the grammar for a shortest accepted string. If 

the grammar has x non-terminals and right hand sides never longer 

than h, then in any derivation, starting with a non-terminal, of a 

shortest string, no non-terminal need repeat along a path in the 

tree, which therefore can be taken to have depth < x. We now define 

the depth of each non-terminal to be the depth of the shallowest 

derivation tree of which it is a root. Then, knowing which non- 

terminals have depth < i, we can f ind all those that have depth 

simply by looking for productions in which all the symbols 

on the right hand side have depth < i. Thus by going through the 

list of productioas at most x times, and establishing the depth of 
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all the non-terminals, we can determine whether the starting symbol 

-y. has a def ined dep th i. e. whether the lr--&. LLgU"-, Fe is cmp+L- 

Thus it follows that 

(a) there is a decision procedure for emptiness which works 

in time depending only polynomially on the grammar description, and 

the shortest accepted string can be no longer than hx. 

The standard construction3 for a pda with q states and t stack 

symbols gives a grammar with q2t non-terminals. Further if (and 

only if) h is taken to be a constant, the number of productions in 

the grammar will depend only polynomially on the parameters. 

However, from the notes to Le-. -. imas 1.2 and 1.3 we already know that 

we can modify any pda to an equivalent one with h=2, with only 

polynomial growth. Thus we can conclude that: 

Lemma 2.1 

Emptiness for pushdown automata can be tested in polynomial 

time. 11 

Since the standard construction of the grammar from the machine 

does not change h, it also follows that: 

Lemma 2.2 

If M has parameters h>1, q and t, and L, M) is not empty, 

then 
.3ac L(M) s. t. I-al < hq2 t. 11 
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We can show that for q=I the order of this bound is achievable. 

Example 2.1 

Let M E: So be the simple machine defined by 

Ai a) Aý+ 1 

At -a ->- 

for 

where the starting symbol is A, and acceptance is by empty stack. 

Let min(Ai) be the length of the unique string generated from Ai. 

Then from the productions it is clear that 

min (Ai) 1+h. min (Ai+ 1) f or 1 
I 

t-i 
Since min(At) ý-- 15 it follows that min(Ai) E hr. Thus M accepts 

r --0 
just one word, and this is or'- length of order EI(t. logh). El 

For q>I we can find a class of machines which achieves a 

bound of order El(qt. logh). 

Example 2.2 

Let Me RO have states Is,, --- sql,, stack symbols 

--- At-,, B}, and transition rules: 

a Aj) (si, Aý+, ) < q, <j 

At-1) a) (si+,, BAI) 1 

a (sq, At-1) ) (sq) A) 

a 
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Let the starting configuration be (sl, Al) and the unique accepting 

mode be (sl, Q). 

This is a generalisation of the previous example. Each 

occurrence of A, proliferates to produce an exponential number of 

At-, Is, but now instead of these being removed by a single input 

character, they are each allowed to proliferate themselves all over 

again for a different state. For any configuration the depth 

reached in this sequence of renewals is given both by the state and 

the number of occurrences of'a B in the stack. By a second induc- 

tion process, similar to that given in the previous example, it 

follows that the unique string accepted by M is of length of order 

(qt. logh). 11 

We leave unresolved the gap between this lower bound and the 

previously derived upper bound of El(q2t. logh). 

2.3 Finiteness 

Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir17 show that a context-free 

language is inf inite if and only if there is some derivation tree 

which has a path along which some non-terminal repeats and in so 

doing generates distinct terminal strings. Thus to test for finite- 

ness we produce a polynomial size grammar, eliminate redundant non- 

terminals (i. e. those that do not generate terminal words, or cannot 

be derived from the starting symbol) , and then test for the proper 

embedding property. This last test can be done by looking at each of 

the remaining productions that have some terminal on the right hand 
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side, and searching through the other productions to see whether a 

self-en-bedding cycle of productions can be found for Lhis given non- 

terminal. As all this can be done in polynomial time it follows that: 

Lemma 2.3 

Finiteness for pushdown automata can be tested in polynomial 

time. 11 

2.4 A Normal Form 

There is a well known3 normal form for dpda, which is very 

useful for our purposes and fits in naturally with our definitions. 

Def ini tion 

A dpda is loop-freel iff Pvery input word can be read in a 

finite number of machine moves. 

This condition excludes the possibilities of either (i) moves 

from some reachable configuration being undefined, or (ii) there 

occurring an infinite sequence of consecutive c-moves, thus 

preventing further inputs from being read. 

Lemma 2.4 

I 
Every dpda M has an equivalent loop-free M with the same 

stack alphabet, and just one extra state. 
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Proof 

We first augment M by introducing a new state st and new 

transi. tion rules (s', A) a) (st 
2 A) for each acE and AE rý 

without changing F. 

For each reading mode we add the rules (s, A) a> (s', A) 

whenever (s. A) a> does not previously occur. Thus instead of 

stopping, the machine will now continue to read the tape and 

reject it. 

To exclude the other possibility mentioned above, we first have 

to note that in any infinite c-derivation there must be some conf igu- 

ration which has a smallest stack. If the mode of this is (s, A), 

then by replacing the transition rule for this by the set 

(s 
, A) a) (s 1$ A) for each a, we again ensure that the rest of the 

tape is read and rejected. These modes can be effectively found by 

appropriate emptiness tests. 11 

I 

All the new rules introduced serve the same role and therefore 

do not create additional complexity in any significant sense. 

Consequently we shall from now on assume that the loop-free machine 

is of essentially the same size, in every way, as the original one. 

Def ini ti on 

A dpda is in normal form iff it is loop-free, and every 

accepting mode is a reading mode. 
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Lemma 2.5 

For each McD with q states and t stack symbols, there is an 

equivalent MI in normal form with the same stack alphabet and 

2q +1 states. 

Proof 

We first make M loop-free by introducing a distinguished state 

sI as in the previous lemma. For each other state si cQ we intro- 

duce an si". The role of si" is the same as that of si, except that 

the former indicates in a derivation that an accepting mode of M has 

been passed since the last time an input was read. 

Thus for each accepting e-mode of M, we replace 

(si, A) 6) (sj, w) by (si, A) 6) (sj , 

a For each reading rule (si, A) (sj , w) we add the extra rule 

(s i" , A) a) (sj, w), and for each F--rule (si, A) C) (sj, w) we add 

the extra rule (si", A) ) (s j,., 1, W) - 

This new machine clearly simulates M and accepts the same 

strings if we define the new set of accepting modes by 

FI= {(si", A) I (si, A) is a reading model 

v {(si, A) I (si, A) cF and (si, A) is a reading mode}. 

0 
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2.5 Totality 

As corollaries to the lemma above, decidability proofs for 

properties which are known to be undecidable in the nondeterministic 

case3, can now be easily derived. 

Corollary 2.1 

For each Mc D13 MIcD with about twice as many states, which 

accepts exactly the complement of L (D) . 

Proof 

We change M to M" in normal form. Then we redef ine the 

accepting modes to be just those reading modes which are not 

accepting modes in M". El 

Corollary 2.2 

Totality for dpda can be tested in polynomiai time. 

Proof 

Construct the complement machine and test for emptiness. El 

Corollary 2.3 

For MeD, and M' a finite state automaton, the following can 
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be tested in time depending polynomially on the parameters of M and 

L (M) =L (M') ,L (M) nL (M') = ý, L (M) c L(Trl I), L(11-1 I ), -- L (M). 

Proof 

If MI has state set Q' of size q', and M state set Q of size q, 

then both machines can be simulated together by a dpda which 

resembles M, except that it has state set Qx Q' and is able to 

mimic M' in the finite state control at the same time as simulating 

Provided that M is in normal form, each of the above questions 

can be tested by defining acceptance suitably in the new machine, 

and testing for emptiness. 
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Ii THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM 

We have already observed that an equivalence test for a class 

of automata can provide a method of verifying the correctness of a 

given machine by comparing it with another of the same kind. In 

addition, we can attribute other useful properties to classes for 

which equivalence is decidable, that give us increased confidence in 

the possibility of systematically analysing and handling particular 

machines contained in them. 

We first notice that for all automata with a decidable 

membership problem, inequivalence is partially decidable. For we 

can enumerate all strings ovcr the input alphabet and test whether 

the two machines behave differently in each one. Then if the 

machines are inequivalent, we are sure to recognise this when we 

reach the first offending input string. 

We then observe that all the automata in a syntactically 

def ined class, such as D, can be enumerated in some lexicographic 

manner. It follows that if we can decide equivalence, then for any 

automaton in such a class we can enumerate all other equivalent ones. 

Conversely, if we can enumerate all machines equivalent to any 

particular one then, since inequivalence is partially decidable, we 

can decide equivalence by running this enumeration simultaneously 

with the partial decision procedure. 

Thus we arrive at the following intuitive interpretation of 

the significance of this problem: equivalence is decidable if and 

only if for any automaton in the class, we can enumerate all other 
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ways of doing equivalent computations. Undecidability then means 

that the relationship between the automaton descriptions and their 

computational behaviour has a distinctly higher order of complexity, 

and we caii no longer hope to be able to describe adequately all the 

different ways in which the freedom available within the class can 

be used to perform a given task. 

The partial decidability of inequivalence has also the 

following immediate consequence for all the classes we shall study: 

Observation 

If equivalence is partially decidable, then it is decidable. 

The decision procedure consists of simply running the partial 

decision procedures, for equivalenc,:: ý and inequivalence concurrently. 

Thus, except when we can derive meaningful results about the 

complexity of an equivalence test, we shall, for the sake of sim- 

plicity, be content with proving decidability by showing partial 

decidability. 

This section consists of three chapters in each of which a 

distinct subfamily of D is shown to have a decidable equivalence 

problem. There is an essential unity in the methods used for all 

three, for which the basic inspiration comes from Rosenkrantz and 

St earns ý They show that for dpda recognising the LL(k) languages, 

there is an easily derived canonical form with the property thatý any 

two equivalent machines must, after reading the same input word, 
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have stack heights differing by less than a certain constant. Two 

such machines can therefore be simulated by a single apda with a two - 

track tape, and equivalence verified by a suitable emptiness test. 

What we shall show is that even for more general classes, where no 

such close relationship between the stack movements need occur, 

suitable pushdown automata can be devised to simulate equivalent 

machines. 
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Chapter 3A REALTIME FAMILY 

3.1 Introduction 

The syntax of programming languages is customarily defined in 

part as a general context-free grammar. Most frequently, however, 

the languages generated by such grammars are not only deterministic, 

but also expressible as RO languages, i. e. those recognised by 

realtime deterministic pda accepting only by empty stack, and even 

subclasses of these. Such subclasses as the simple languages9, and 

the LL(k) languages8 which generalise them, have been studied with 

exactly this motivation, and equivalence tests have been found for 

these particular ones. 

The principal restriction on LL(k) recognisers is that tb-y 

require essentially only one state, and therefore cannot transmit 

information during stack decreasing derivations. Thus, for example, 

in Algol 60, after some expression ((.. (( Expression )).. ))'with 

arbitrarily nested matching brackets is scanned, no such machine can 

remember whether the contents of the innermost brackets was an 

arithmetic or a boolean expression. Since if ((.. (( Expression 

has distinct valid sequels depending on jdst this condition, we con- 

clude that no essentially one state machine can recognise arithmetic 

expressions as specified in that language. 

Here we shall define a family No of quasirealtime dp-la such that 

L(NO) properly contains the LL(k) languages. NO machines may have an 

arbitrary number of states, and can easily accommodate the above 
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mentioned example. In addition, however, they extend the LL(k) 

languages in a much more significanu way, thus indicating that our 

generalisation of the equivalence test is an important one. The 

procedure- for LL(k) languages given by Rosenkrantz and Stearns8 relies 

on the fact that utin(c), the length of the shortest string accepted 

from a configuration c, is a very well behaved function of the st;: tck 

contents. The value of this function for any configuration can be 

deduced to within an additive constant from the contents of the 

stack alone, and, further, can only change a bounded amount from one 

configuration to the next in a derivation. This property does not 

hold for some languages in L(NO), such as {anbcn} u {ande2n}. The 

concept of 'thickness' of stack words, central to the proof of 

Rosenkrantz and Stearns, is no longer applicable here. 

While the inclusion problem for simple and LL(k) languages is 

at present open, we can already prove this to be undecidable for No. 

In fact we shall show that LjcL2 i-s undecidable where L, is a simple 

language and L2 c L(NO) has just two states. 

We conjecture that the property on which the validity of the 

equivalence test for No depends holds also for RO in general, and 

believe that a proof of this would be illuminating. 

The emphasis in this chapter is on the decision procedure 

itself. rather than the class No, which we use merely to demonstrate 

the increased generality of our technique over previous ones. 
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3.2 Nonsingular Automata 

We define the class No of nonsingular machines as follows. 

Def inition 

Mc Do is nonsingular iff 9m>0s. t. 

VW, WE2 
S3. s E: Q where IWI > M., 

w'w) =L (s' 
, w' )*L (s' 

, w') =ý. 

Theorem 3.1 

(i) LL q- L (NO) where LL is the class of all LL(k) languages. 

(ii. ) L (NO) q L(RO). 

Proof 

(i) For a configuration c let min(c) be the length of a shortest 

string in L(c). Then from Lemma 8 of Rosenkrantz and Stearns8, we 

can deduce for certain canonical LL(k) recognisers, when translated 

into our terminology, that there exist positive constants k. Z'I 

s. t. for all s, s' , w, and w' , 

(a) I min(s, w'w) - min(s', w') - min(s, w) I<Z, and 

min(s, w) ý lwl, 

provided that min is defined throughout. 

It follows directly that any dpda with these properties 
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belongs to No, with nonsingularity constant m equal to k. We note 

that for the simple9 machines this constant can always be taken to 

be zero. 

To show that containment is proper, consider the following 

dpda M recognising the language janbcn} v fande2n} for rL > 1. 

A) a) (sl, AA) 

(S2, 

(sl, A) dý (S3, 

cs = (s I, F=Qx {}' 

(S2, A) c) (S2, 

(s 3, A) e) (s 4, A) , 
(s4, A) eý (s 3, 

In M for any i, j and m, n where mýn, 

L(si, An) ý L(sj, Am). 

Thus M E: N 0. However, it is implicit in conditions (a) and (b) 

above that the value of min can only change by up to a bounded amount 

from one configuration to the next in a derivation. For any dpda 

accepting the above language, this cannot be true for the set of 

moves in which a symbol d is read. We therefore conclude that 

L (M) ý LL. 

(ii) If a machine is nonsingular, then the appropriate constant m 

clearly sets an upper bound on the amount the height of a configu- 

ration can change in the course of any sequence of c-moves, for any 

two configurations in such a derivation must necessarily be equiva- 

lent. Thus, from an argument given in §1.4, it follows that the same 

lauguage can be accepted by a realtime machine. 
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To show that the converse is not true,, consider the language 

fanbcnj u {arLdc2n}, which clearly belongs to L(RO). Let a dpda M 

recognising this language reach the equivalent configurations (s, w) 

and (s', to) after reading a2-nb and and respectively for some 'Large 

n. Then from Observation 1.1 (§1.2) we know that IwI is about twice 

Iw and further that the effect of ck for some "small" k is to 11 
ý 

reduce (s', w') to a configurat ion whose stack is periodic right to 

the top. Thus for an infinite set of distinct values of n, some 

string ck takes the two equivalent configurations to new ones with 

stacks still differing in height by about n, but with one stack 

being a prefix of the other. Thus Mý No. 11 

3.3 Alternate Stacking 

We now describe a way of constructing a single stack machine, 

for simulating two realtime dpda M, M together. 

A configuration of M' can be specified by a pair of states, 

one from each of M and M, and a stack which consists of alternate 

segments of words from the stack alphabets (assumed distinct) of the 

two machines. The simulated configurations of M and M can be 

recovered by taking the corresponding state component, and concaten- 

ating the appropriate set of alternate segments of the stack of M', 

to obtain the original stack. On reading each input symbol, M' 

simulates M and M by simultaneously manipulating the two topmost 

segments in its stack according to the respective transition rules 

of the component machines. 
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More formally, distinguishing the notation for M and 'M by 

over-lining everything concerned with the latter, so that M! has 

stack alphabet FuF and state set QxQ, we describe a typical 

configuration of M' by 

Qsý SI) wlw2w3w4 --- W2n-2w2-. I-lw2n), t 

where only the last segment2 (1ý2n., may be empty. 

Without loss of generality we shall assume that the two topmost 

non-null segments of the stack are (1)2n-1 = wA and W2n = wA. If the 

transition rules of M, M specify that 

aa A) ) (s 1,7Tw') and (-S 
, 

X) (s 7TW 

(qhere 7T F- r if w' is non-null, and 7TE: rvfA} otherwise, and similarly 

for 7T) then for input a in M the segment wAa will change to 

wTrw7w Iw and the state from [s, s] to [sl, sl]. 

An important implication of this notation is that if, for 

example., wff = A. then the words w7 and w will merge into one 

segment since they are from the same alphabet. 

3.4 Main Results 

The alternate stacking construction is only useful to us if we 

can ensure that the simulating machine is itself a pushdown automaton. 

Def init ion 

Alternate stacking for a pair of machines, for a given set 
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1 .1 

of input strings is said to succeed iff the simulation of them 

together for these strings by the above construction produces stack 

segments of only bounded size. 

We define an input string a to be live for a dpda M iff it is 

the prefix of some accepted string, and a configuration c to be live 

iff L(c) 4 ý. 

Theorem 3.2 

For M, M equivalent nonsingular dpda, alternate stacking 

succeeds for all live inputs. 

Proof 

We shall show that in the simulating machine M' constructed as 

described in 53.3, no input a that is live in M, M can lead to 

a conf iguration 

cl) 1 W2 ... Ww) 

with IwI > z(2z + m). Here z is the maximum of tho lengths of the 

shortest strings accepted by dpda of size no larger than M and M, 

and m is the larger of the nonsingularity constants of these two 

machines, which are taken to be realtime. 

Let us assume the contrary. Consider the configurations c and 

c of M and M respectively at the moment when the bottom symbol of 

the segment w was actually placed there. Let a be the input read 

since that time, which has taken M, M to the present live configura- 
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I 
tions cl, cl respectively. By our choice of c and a, all the 

configurations in the a-derivation in KI have height > 1-c I. Also, by 

virtue of the alternate stacking construction, all the configurations 

in the a-derivation in M have height >Ic11, for what is finally the 

w segment in MI has been in existence throughout the a derivation, 

and hence the segment below it cannot have been increased in 

the meantime (Fig. 

Let ý be a shortest string in L(cl), and let ý03 where 

Cl ý01) C2 and ! C21 = Icl. Then 1ý11 ý lwl by the realtime 

property. Also ý must be a shortest string in L(cl). But then ý is 

the concatenation of segments induced by the popping sequence in M, 

each one taking some (sl, A) to some (S2, A) . If ý is minimal, each 

such segment must also be minimal and of length no more than z. 

Thus ý, consists of a sequence of such minimal segments terminated 

possibly by a proper prefix of another such segment. Let ý2, a 

prefix of ý3, be the completion of this last segment. Then let 

C2 C3 and C2 
ý2, 

C3- Clearly 

ICII - 
lC31 ý 1ý111z- (a) 

Now consider a shortest string y taking M from c to c3. Then 

the definitions Of C2. c3 ensure that lyl 
-< 

z+ 1ý21 < 2z. 

Let c --Y* c'3. Then 

Icl 
- 

IC131 < 2z. 

But if M and M are equivalent then by construction C3 C 3- 

But from (a), (b) and the observations that Icl > Icll and 1ý11 > lwl 

we conclude that 
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C3 

Fig. 3. Derivations in Proof of Theorem 3.2 . 
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C3 

3 
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IC31 
-< 

IC131 + 2z - 

Thus if I-wl/z - 2z >m then we have a contradiction to the non7 

singularity condition. 

We therefore have to conclude that for equivalent nonsingular 

automata, alternate stacking succeeds for all live inputs. 11 

Theorem 3.3 

If alternate stacking succeeds for all live inputs for all 

pairs of machines MEM in some class XaD, then the equivalence 

problem is decidable for X. 

Proof 

Assume, as is permitted by Lemma 2.5, that M, M are in normal 

f orm. First suppose that we know the bound to which stack segments 

can grow in the alternate stacking simulating machine for M and -M. 

Then we can effectively construct a pda 9' with the property that 

L(ýf') is empty iff ME -M. M" mimics the alternate stacking machine 

M' for M. M by encoding the top segment of M' in iLs finite state 

control. As long as this top segment never gets larger than the 

given bound, M" accepts if f exactly one of the configurations it is 

simulating is in an accept mode. When the bound is exceeded, M" 

proceeds nondeterministically to mimic one of M or M, and acceptsas 

the appropriate machine would. 

By assumption , if M then alternate stacking will succeed 

for live inputs, and the stack segment bound will only be exceeded 
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once nothing more can be accepted by M and M. Thus M will be 

empty by construction. 

Conversely, if M" is empty, then clearly no input can produce 

different behaviour in M and M, which are therefore equivalent. 

Thus, if we have an a priori bound, we can test equivalence by 

constructing this pda and testing it for emptiness. However,, even 

if we do not know this bound, by enumerating and testing for empti- 

ness the possible candidate machines, we can obtain a partial 

decision procedure. That is, we construct pda of the form M" for 

assumed segment bounds of 1,2, ... successively. If M, M are not 

equivalent, then none of these constructed machines can be empty, 

while if they are, then one of them must be. 

We therefore have partial decidability and hence, by an 

earlier observation, decidability. El 

Corollary 

I 

The equivalence problem for nonsingular machines is decidable. 

Proof 

Immediate from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. El 

Note 1 

Nondeterminism in the simulating machine is an inessential 

convenience, whir. h can be avoided. M and -R could have been pre- 

processed to recognise instantly whether a configuration reached is 
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live, and to enter a distinguished dead state if it is not. 

A simulating deterministic pda could then be easily constructed. 

Note 2 

We can show that the order of the bound or, the segment growth 

derivpd in Theorem 3.2 is achievable for simple machines. For these 

we have already observed that-the nonsingularity constant m is zero, 

and, in 52.2, that z is El(t. logh). Thus the bound z(2z + m) is of 

order El(t. logh) also. 

Let A, be the starting symbol for the simple grammar of 

Example 2.1 generating the singleton string {an} where n is of order 

ht. Then consider the simple languages generated by B and C 

respectively: 

Ba)B, B2 ca) AlClC2 

B2 a)B, B2 C2 a) ClC2 

B2 
b 

Al C2 

BI -- 
aA Cl 

Both B and C generate the set {arban+r Ir> 11. However, if 

a= anban, then B Ot) but C a) A,. Thus in an alternate 

stacking machine for these two, the top segment can grow to size n, 

which is of order El(t. logh). 

Note 

To illustrate a slightly different way in which the success of 

alternate stacking can be used, we outline a proof that th-, - equiva- 

lence problem for symmetric dpda, SyO ( 1.4), can be solved in 

polynomial time. 
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I 
We recall from the notes to Lemma 1.2 (§1.7) that any such 

machine can be transformed to one, only polynomially increased in 

size., with h=2. Since alternate stacking clearly succeeds, and 

the emptifiess test is itself polynomial, it remains only to pruve 

that the simulating machine is itself of only polynomial size. The 

key observation here is that, instead of having to memorize the 

whole top segment, it is now sufficient for the finite state control 

to remember just the top symbol of the next-to-top segment, and to 

treat the top segment itself in the normal stack-like way. The 

property of SyO machines from which this can be derived is that any 

move that causes the stack to increase, also causes the value of the 

function min( ) to increase. 

We note, however,, that for the class So, and therefore also 

SyO, algebraic properties can be derived9 which give more detailed 

insight into these restricted classes than our more macroscopic 

approach. Thus for SyO grammars with a fixed terminal alphabet and 

with h=2. an equivalence test on the lines of Korenjak and Hopcroft9 

can be obtained, that works in time cubic in the number of non- 

terminals. 

3.5 Undecidability of Inclusion 

Friedman" proves the undecidability of the inclusion problem 

for dB -S schemas (chapter 8) by showing that for each instance of 

the Post Correspondence Problem3, a pair of appropriately related 

dpda MI, M2 can be constructed with the property that L(Ml) c L(M2) 

iff it has no solution. The construction is valid for certain 
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I 
classes (e. g. dB - S) which accept by empty stack but are essentially 

not realtime, and also for realtime families that do not have this 

empty stack restriction (e. g. S). 

We use a similar formulation of the problem but, by taking a 

refinement of the correspondence problem that is implicit in the 

customary proof of its unsolvability, we can show that inclusion is 

undecidable even for a realtime class with empty stack acceptance. 

Because of the slight novelty involved, we shall digress here to 

give this undecidability pro0f. 

Theorem 3.4 

For M, 6 S09 M2 6 No it is undecidable whether L(MI) c L(M2)- 

Proof 

The instances of the correspondence problem that we take are 

just those obtained directly from Turing machine computations in the 

standard proofs of its undecidability. Thus Hopcroft and Ullman3 

show that for each Turing machine a correspondence problem with the 

following properties can be constructed: 

Let X= xj, .9* xkg Y= Yi ie-- Yk be the sequences of non-null 

words over a finite alphabet E. We define a sequence of positive 

integers il, ... in (all < k) to be a solution (or partial solution 

respectively) for X, Y iff x1xi, ... xi 
n 

is equal to (or a proper 

prefix of, respectively) the string y1yi, ... yi 
n' 

Then the con- 

struction is such that a solution exists for X, Y if and only if the 

Turing machine has a terminating computation, but no partial solution 
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I 
for Y, X exists under any circumstances. 

We construct two dpda Ml, M2 which both reject strings not of 

the form UR ý$ where a is a string over the integers {1, 
... k}q 

ý E: E* and $ is a distinguished terminating character. Both machines 

initially place a special symbol A at the bottom of the stack. 

M1 is a simple (SO) machine which accepts exactly the strings 

aRý$ where ý is the word indexed in Y by the sequence a. Thus Ml 

records aR in its stack, matches it with ý, and accepts iff the 

matching never fails and the $ is read when there is only the symbol 

A left in the stack. It rejects all other strings by placing a 

special symbol on the stack which permanently freezes its motion 

once matching fails. 

M2 also tries to match a and ý, but now as specified by X. 

If matching is successful and the is read when the symbol A is 

reached at the bottom of the stack, then rejection occurs. Other- 

wise, if matching fails, M2 goes into a second state, in which the 

effect of any E-input is to pop the stack without changing the state. 

When the A is reached in this second state, all input symbols leave 

the configuration unchanged, except for $ which pops the A. If 

acceptance is defined by empty stack then clearly the length of a 

shortest string accepted from a configuration is just the height of 

the configuration. Thus it follows that M2 e No. 

If there is a solution to the chosen instance of the 

correspondence problem then the input string which specifies it is, 

by definition, accepted by M, but not by M2. Tnus L(Ml) <-- L(M2) 

implies that it has no solution. Conversely, if it has no solution, 
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and aRý$ is any string accepted by M1, then there can be at most a 

partial solution specified by an initial segment of a. However, by 

our particular choice of X and Y, we have ensured that at the point 

where the a, ý fail to match in M2. the stack Of M2 has fewer 

symbols lef t than that of M1. Since M2 proceeds to accept any string 

from $ that is long enough to empty its stack, it must accept 

aRý$ in particular, since M, will take at least as long to accept 

the remainder of this string as M2 will take to reach the bottom of 

its stack. Thus if there is no solution then L(Mj) r- L(M2)- 

Since for any Turing machine we can construct an instance of the 

correspondence problem, and hence also the machines M1, M2 with the 

above properties, it follows that if we could decide inclusion for 

such dpda, then we could decide whether Turing machines ha--', 

terminating computations, which, however, we cannot. [I 

3.6 A Conjecture about Ro 

We conjecture that Theorem 3.2 holds for M, M6 RO, and hence, 

by Theorem 3.3, that the equivalence problem is decidable for RO. 

Here we shall outline the proof of a property of RO which, though 

not strong enough to prove the conjecture, may throw some light 

on 1. 

Lemma 

There exists a function F(q,, t, h, Z), asymptotically linear 

in Z, with the property that for two machines M,, -M F- RO with 
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parameters appropriately bounded above by q, t, and h, if c, c are 

equivalent c9nfigurations of M, M respectively, then 

if c t(a) cl where clis live and IcIl - Icl > Z, then 

a' st-ct (a' )cI and -c a>cI where I -C -C >F (q, t, h, Z) 

Outline Proof 

Choose the a' to give the shortest stacking derivation from c 

to Cl. if cl., C" are any two configurations occurring in this 

derivation with Ic'I - Ic"I > z, (where z is as in Theorem 3.2), 

then it is easy to verify that min(c') > min(c"). Thus a' can be 

segmented into lengths of no more than Z2, such that each further 

segment in it takes c, and therefore also c, to new configurations 

with increased values of min. The main argument then is to show, 

using this segmentation, that no subderivation of the a' derivation 

in M can produce a stack drop of more than G(q, t, h), 'where G is an 

El function. This is done by assuming the opposite and inducing on 

the number of states that can be feached at this lowest level by 

popping derivati 

derivation. The 

min(s2,, for 

then-3s s. t. (s, 

ons from the previous configurations in the sub- 

observation used is that if min(sl, ww') < 

some sj, S2. Wq W12W it . such that 1w'1/1w"I > z. 

w) is not reachable from (S2. ww"), Since the 

reading of the successive segments of a' must lead to a set of pair- 

wise inequivalent configurations, the statement of the lemma then 

easily follows. 11 
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Chapter 4 FINITE -TURN AUTOMATA 

4.1 Introduction 

We consider a family of deterministic pushdown aUL- '-omata on 

which the only restriction is one on the movement of the stack. 

Using a technique related to the one given in the previous chapter, 

we show that the equivalence problem is decidable. Again we build 

a pda to try to simulate the tested machines, but now this is an 

inherently nondeterministic one. Since two equivalent machines in 

this family may-have totally unrelated stack movements, a deter- 

ministic simulation by a pda is no longer possible. 

A special case are the I-turn machines. The undecidability of 

the inclusion problem for these is well known, and is also implicit 

in our proof of Theorem 3.4. A further restriction gives a class 

which is intimately related to the two-tape acceptors of Rabin and 

Scott6, for which equivalence has already been proved decidable by 

Bird7. From our proof, therefore, another equivalence test can be 

abstracted that is not directly related to that of Bird and, while 

possibly less efficient, involvesa technique of apparently more 

general applicability. 

Although the finite-turn property is essential to the proof of 

the effectiveness of our main construction, we know of no pair of 

equivalent dpda for which a simulating machine of a broadly similar 

nature cannot be found. Thus it is possible that, when more 

detailed knowledge about the structure of dpda in general becomes 
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available, our methodology may be extended to prove decidability for 

the unrestricted case. 

4.2 Definitions 

We define the class TD of finite-turn dpdp. as a determin- 

istic analogue of the nondeterministic class studied by Ginsburg and 

Spanier 19. 

Def inition 

A derivation in a dpda is a stroke if either no single move in 

it decreases the stack (i. e. an upstroke) or if no single move 

increases the stack (i. e. a downstroke). 

Definition 

A dpda M belongs to the class n-T, for some n>0, iff every 

derivation in M from the starting configuration can be segmented into 

no more than n+1 strokes alternating in direction. 

Def init ion 

AdpdaM ET iff MEn-T for somen>O. 

In other words, the restriction we impose on T is that in the 

set of all derivations from the starting configuration of a machine, 

there is a bound on the number of times the direction of the stack 

movement can change. 
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Clearly the language {arbr Ir> I}m belongs to L([2m - 1] - T) 

but not to L([2m - 2] - T). Further, in general, L([2n] - T) = 

L([2n - 1] - T). This is because after an even number of turns the 

stack is incre . asing, and so after its last turn a [2n] -T machine 

can only proceed to recognise a regular set. Thus the last turn in 

such a machine cannot be essential for recognising the language. In 

particular we note that L(O - T) are just the regular sets. 

We give two properties of finite-turn automata which can be 

derived from analogous properties given by Ginsburg and Spanier19. 

They both depend on the fact that for any pda M, an equivalent one 

can be constructed to mimic M in every way and, in addition, to 

remember in its state set whether the derivation it has been doing 

is in an upstroke or a downstroke. 

Observation 4.1 

It is decidable for McD whether McT. 

Proof 

For M we construct a nondeterministic pda M" which mimics all 

the stack movements of M by c-moves instead of reading the normal 

inputs. In addition M" remembers in its finite-state control the 

direction of the current stroke, and reads a character $ whenever 

this changes. Then M F- T iff LQý') has strings of only bounded 

length (i. e. iff L(M") is finite). Thus to test M for the finite- 

turn property, we test L(M") for finiteness. 11 
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Def inition 

A machine Mcn-T is ordered iff 

(i) its state set is the disjoint union of sets Q0, --- Qn, and 

(ii) a state reached in a derivation from the starting configuration 

is in Qi iff the derivation has undergone exactly i turns. 

Def inition 

A state s of an ordered machine is of order i iff s6 Qi. 

Observation 4.2 

For any Mcn-T we can construct an equivalent ordered 

E: n- 

Proof 

We first modify M so as to be able to remember the stroke 

direction, and then make n+1 copies of the transition rules, each 

referring to a distinct state set Qi, for 0<i<n. We obtain M' 

by slightly modifying this new set of rules. MI starts in the 

starting configuration corresponding to Q0, and mimics M in every 

way except that whenever it is in a state sc Qi and the current 

stroke is terminated by a move in the opposite direction, the 

appropriate transition occurs to a state of Qi+,, instead of Qi. 

The computation continues within the new copy of the transition 

rules, with acceptance defined as in 11, until further directional 

I 
changes occur. M is clearly deterministic and has the required 

proper ties. 11 
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We notice that we can test easily whether Mcn-T for a 

IT, particular n, by building the candidate ordered E: [n + 1] 

equivalent to it, and testing whether any derivation in M' can reach 

a state of order n+1. The latter can be done by suitably 

redefining acceptance in Mf and testing for emptiness. 

4.3 Proof Strategy 

We shall prove that equivalence is decidable for T by showing 

that it is partially decidable. In particular, we shall show that 

for each pair MI, M2 c. T, a family P of pushdown automata can be 

constructed with the properties that 

(i) if L(MI) = L(M2) then for some M' E: P, L(M') = 0, and 

(ii) if L(Mj) ý L(M2) then for all M' F- P., L(M )ý 

Thus the enameration and testing for emptiness of all the machines 

in P constitutes the required partial decision procedure. 

For simplicity of presentation, we shall form a machine M from 

the disjoint union of the two tested machines Ml, 171 ""2 as f ollows. M 

initially reads a character from the input tape and, depending on 

what this is, moves to the starting configuration of one of M, or M2. 

which it then proceeds to simulate precisely. Clearly, if M1) M2 e T, 

then M c, T also. The advantage we gain by this construction is that 

now we need only talk about the equivalence of configurations in a 

single finite-turn machine. 

In our constructions weshall further assume that this machine 
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is: 

I 
in normal form (§2.4), and 

(ii) ordered (§4.2). 

Lemma 2.5 and Observation 4.2 ensure that any finite-turn automaton 

can be transformed into this form. 

We shall present our proof in a number of stages. 

4.4 Parallel Stacking 

We shall first outline +. -he general form of the nondeterministic 

pda M' that is to simulate M. 

A configuration of M' has a stack which can be thought of as 

having a left track and a right track, the top of each one being 

associated with a state of M. The stack is segmented into lengths 

of bounded size by special symbols, called "ceilings", occupying 

both tracks. The finite-state control is able to manipulate 

directly the top segment (i. e. the part of the stack above the top- 

most ceiling). 

In each segment both tracks contain stack words of length 

greater than one. Into each ceiling is encoded the following 

information about the previous history of the computation: 

(1) a quadruple (sl, A,, S21 A2) which states that at the time the 

ceiling was created, the two tracks had modes (sl, A, ) and 

(S29 A2) respectively. 
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1 
an indicator pair from ft, R}2 specifying the connection of 

the trýLcks above the ceiling to the ones inmediately below. 

For example, (L, L) will mean that both the tracks above are 

to be associated with the lef t track below. 

Each configuration of M' is to be interpreted as correspond4-ng 

to two configurations of M in the abvious way, i. e. the M configu- 

rations can be recreated by taking each track in the top segment of 

MI and concatenating it with the appropriate words in the segments 

below as specified by the indicator pairs in the ceilings, and by 

adopting the corresponding state. 

The basic operations of M' are to try to mimic simultaneously 

for all inputs the transitiors appropriate to the two simulated con- 

figurations of M. In order to be able to do this, while at the same 

time maintaining an upper bound on the length of the segments that 

can arise, the machine M' can also on occasions, depending on the 

contents of the top stack segment, do one of the following additional 

operations without reading inputs: 

(a) if one of the tracks in the top segment is empty, and 

the other contains a word from a certain set of 'short' 

words, then the ceiling below it is removed, and the 

tracks formerly immediately below and above this ceiling 

are fused to form one segment, in the manner specified 

by the indicator pair. 

(b) if both tracks have more than one symbol, then a ceiling 

is placed to be just below the top symbol of each track. 

The indicator pair (L, R), and the quadruple correEpond- 

ing to the modes of the tracks are encoded into this 

ceiling. 
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(c) if one track is empty or has just one symbol, while the 

9ther contains a word from some specified set of 'long' 

words, then M' has the following nondeterministic choice 

- of moves: A replacement stack word, with the same mode 

and indicator as the large track, is introduced to 

replace either one of the tracks in the top segment. 

The simulation is*then to be allowed to continue to 

compare the newly introduced coafiguration with which- 

ever one of the old ones is left. The replacement word 

is 'short' in the above sense, and is uniquely specified 

by the M' configuration. 

Examples of each of these three kinds of moves are illustrated 

in fig. 4. We notice that once a ceiling has been created, though 

its quadruple cannot be modified, its indicator can be changed by 

moves of type (a) or (c) . 

We define acceptance to occur in M' when both tracks of the 

top segment are in reading modes, exactly one of which is an 

accepting mode of M. 

4.5 Existence of a Verifying Machine 

We have to show, that if M has two equivalent configurations, 

then there exists a simulating pda M' of the kind just described, 

which starts with these configurations in its tracks and accepts no 

input string. 
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Clearly any pair of configu rations of M, reached via the same 

input string. from a pair of equivalent configurations, will be 

equivalent. We have to show that when the tracks get too much out 

of step in M', we can, by making appropriate replacements, get them 

back within a fin-A'-te bound while still maintaining the equivalence 

of the pairs of configurations simulated. Further, we bave to verify 

that the replacements, and the whole simulation, can be carried out 

by a pda. 

We now define the function Rep over 

xrxQx 'r xQx (r u W) xQxFx 11,21 

to determine these replacements. 

Def inition 

Rep(sl, A,, S2, A2 : s3, A3 -' s4, A4, e) = w, where w, if 

defined, is a shortest non-null stack word with the properties that 

(i) (s 1, Al) 
+ý 

(s 4, wA4) , a, Lid 

UOV wl, w2 E: F*9 if (s1, w, Al) :: _ (S2e W2A2) 

then (S4. w, wA4) - (S3. w, A3)- 

Without having to construct this function or to determine the 

arguments for which it is defined, we can observe that since it has 

a finite domain, we can define p to be the maximum of the lengths of 

the stack words in its range. 

In M', if the top ceiling contains (sl, A,, S2, A2) and %, R), 

and the right track above contains (s3, A3), and the left one some 
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(S4. w'A4) where (S4, A4) is a reading mode, then we make the non- 

deterministic replacement"DY wA III . 
(S45 4) w'he: eRep(sj, Al, S25 

A2 

ý 

S3, A=w, provided that lwl < lw'l. This is illus- 3: S4, A4,2) 
L 

trated in-fig. 4(c). If the indicator were (L. L) then the value of 

Rep for e=1 would have been appropriate, while if the top tracks 

were interchanged we would treat them in a similar way by symmetry. 

It is easy to see that under the circumstances specified for 

the replacement , the f unction Rep must be def ined, f or w' is itself 

a suitable candidate for its value: We first notice that the 

simplest way of realising the necessary conditions is if there is 

some a s. t. 

Al) (S4. wA4) and 

(S 2, A2) a) (S3, A 
+ 

Then w' clearly has the properties required of a value of Rep 

(except possibly minimality). In addition, all other ways of reach- 

ing the specified situation in M' (i. e. if nondeterministic replace- 

ments have been made in the meantime) involve only valid equivalence 

preserving replacements which are defined completely by the ceiling 

concerned and subsequent computations, irrespective of the stack 

contents below. Thus by induction on the number of such replace- 

ments made during a derivation in M', we can deduce that a valid 

replacement is available whenever it is necessary. 

A finite-state control can carry out these replacements since 

Rep is finite in every sense, provided that it can always appropria- 

tely manipulate the whole of the top segment. Thus it remains to 

prove that a bound x exists such that no track segment can become 
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longer than x in any computation. It is here that the finite-turn 

property is required. 

We first consider in turn the various eventualities that 

may arise: 

(1) If both tracks are steadily increasing then new ceilings 

will be frequently added and no segment will become large. 

If one track is increasing steadily in an upward stroke, 

while the other one is stationary (i. e. with stack height not chang- 

ing) then after a stack increase of q2t2hin the one, a valid replace- 

ment must be possible. For there must be two intermediate points in 

this derivation at which the mode of the growing track and the con- 

figuration of the stationary one both repeat. Thus a replacement 

word can be obtained by cutting out a segment from the growing track. 

Therefore, for however long this track is trying to grow, the effect 

on M' will be to repeatedly make nondeterministic moves so as to 

keep the segment lengths bounded. 

If one track is decreasing then situations can arise in 

which the length of the segment created depends in a bounded way on 

the size of the previously existing segments, and is not a priori 

bounded by p+1. There are just two ways in which a track can grow 

"out of bounds" without immediately being arrested by a nondetermin- 

istic replacement: 

(i) If one track in the top segment is empty, but the 

other one is not quite long enough to qualify for a replacement, then 

the ceiling below may be removed by an (a)-move. Thus the resulting 

fusion may create a top segment which is suddenly longer by y than 

before, where y is the previous bound on the segments occurring in 
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the configuration. 

-(ii) A track may grow larger and larger without a 

replacement being possible, if the other track does not become 

empty or a singleton in the meantime. This second track can be 

assumed to be steadily decreasing since, as in (2), stationary 

periods do not contribute to growth. Thus if the decreasing track 

is initially of height y, then this may cause to arise a segment of 

length no more than q2t2yh. 

The crucial observation for both (i) and (ii) is that the gain in 

length achieved by each method can only be exploited to achieve 

further gains by the same method, once the order of at least one of 

the simulated configurations of M has increased (i. e. aftýr a turn 

has been made). 

More precisely, we define the order of an M' configuration to 

be the pair (i, j) when i, j are the orders of the states of the left 

and right track respectively. Thus the effect of a replacement on a 

configuration of M' of order U, j) is to create one of order (1, 

or (i, Q or (j, j), while an ordinary simulating move would lead to 

one of order (i, j) or (i + 1, j) or (i, j+ 1) or (i + 1, j+ 1) - 

We have to ensure that the simulating machine cannot enter any "loop" 

which could cause the segments to increase in size indefinitely. 

The case we have to consider is that of derivations from configura- 

tions of M' of a given order to others of the same order, via ones 

of differentorders. Clearly these must involve replacements of the 

kind that substitute for the empty or singleton track. Since by 

definition the modes of the Lracks are the same after any such 

replacement, either both tracks will be in an upstroke, or both in a 

downstroke. In the former case it is obvious that before the two 
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tracks can again exhibit different behaviour, turns must be made by 

both tracks.., In the latter case the height of: the top segment can 

be exploited by method (ii) for further growth, after a turn has 

been made-by just one of the tracks. Howeverthe new gains will 

only be achieved in the track that has undergone a turn, and cannot 

be exploited for further gains until a turn has occurred in the 

other track also. 

Thus the times when successive gains can be made in the size 

of segments in excess of the bound p, can be regarded as occurring 

at periods during which M' has configurations whose orders form a 

monotonic increasing sequence under the ordering defined by: 

al j) > (ill jI) iff: 

i, i i', or i, i> j', 

or i>i1 and j> J' , or 3>31 and i 

If M can only make n turns,, then this sequence can have no more than 

about n2/2 pairs. Hence we conclude that there is a bound on the 

maximum size of a segment that may occur in any computation of M'. 

Consequently a finite-state control is sufficient to specify for 

each stack word that may arise in a track of the top segment, whether 

moves of type (a), (b) or (c) are appropriate and what form these 

should take, and to carry out the normal simulation with inputs 

otherwise. 

4.6 The Decision Procedure 

If a machine M' is constructed for the tested automata M1, M2 
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I 
as described above, with an arbitrarily guessed replacement function 

and segment bound, and if it is found to be empty, then we have a 

verification of equivalence. For let us assume to the contrary that 

the starting configurations of M, and M2 are inequivalent. Then at 

each point in the computation of M' we can follow the shortest 

string distinguishing the simulated configurations. Th--n as each 

input character is read, the rank of the simulated pair decreases. 

When nondeterministic replacements are made then, clearly, at least 

one of the new pairs has rank no greater than that of the old one. 

Further, the replacements all occur in reading modes to ensure that 

fuij--her progress along the shortest distinguishing string can be 

made immediately. The only exception to this is the situation that 

occurs when successive replacements without intermediate inputs have 

to be made because of a long stack decreasing c-derivation. However 

this must once come to an end since the stack is finite. Thus we 

conclude that if M, I M2 then for some input string we will reach an 

accepting configuration of M' after a finite number of steps. 

Conversely, we have already shown that if M, : '- H2 then some MI 

exists which always simulates pairs of equivalent configurations of 

M, and therefore accepts no string. 

Thus enumerating such simulating machines for M1, M2, for all 

possible replacement functions and appropriate finite state controls, 

and testing each for emptiness is a partial decision procedure 

for equivalence. 

The main result therefore follows. 
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Theorem-..! --. 1 

Equivalence of deterministic finite-turn pushdown automata 

is decidable. 11 

Corollary 

Equivalence of deterministic two-tape acceptorS6 is decidable. 

Proof 

For a two-tape acceptor M' with input alphabet E', and words 

(a, ý) on its input tapes, construct a dpda M, with F= E', and 

Z= E' v J$}, that accepts exactly the strings aR$ý such that (a, ý) 

is accepted by M'. The aR part is read by M, and stored symbol by 

syiriLol on the pushdown stack. Once the $ is read the finite state 

control treats the input tape and the stack exactly as M'treats its 

pair of input tapes. M can be made to accept whenever M' accepts, 

whichever of the various criteria of acceptance is taken (e. g. Rabin 

and Scott6,, Bird7). M is evidently a one-turn machine. 11 
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Chapter 5 ONE-COUNTER AUTOMATý 

5.1 Introduction 

Counters have been studied in a variety of computational 

contexts as simple and natural mechanisms for unbounded storage. 

A counter can be conveniently regarded as a stack with an alphabet 

of just one symbol. The gain in simplicity achieved by this 

restriction is that a counter has essentially just two behaviours, 

depending on whether it is empty or not. 

Despite the apparent severity of this limitation, it is well 

known that several basic problems that are undecidable for automata 

with stacks, remain so even when these are restricted to counters. 

Such undecidability results can be deduced from the theorem of 

Minsky 
16 

that any Turing machine can be simulated by a 2-register 

machine. This latter can be regarded as a deterministic automaton 

with two counters, a finite state control, and transitions reading 

no inputs. The computation executed by such a machine can be 

described by a sequence of triples, each giving the state and the 

emptiness conditions of the two counters, of the successive 

configurations reached. Since a deterministic one-counter automaton 

(doca) can check whether successive triples correspond to valid 

transitions, and also whether the overall action induced in one of 

the two counters is consistent with the sequence, the termination 

problem for 2-register machines (and hence Turing machines) can be 

reduced to the nullity of intersection problem for doca. Thus 

this latter problem must be undecidable. 
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Since ýhe class of doca (C) can be shown to be closed under 

complementation by the same arguments as used in §2.4, §2.5 for 

dpda, it can be easily deduced that totality, and hence 

equivalence, for nondeterministic one-counter automata, and, more 

pertinently, inclusion for the deterministic case, are all 

undecidable. 

Against this background we are nevertheless able to develop 

a detailed analysis of the structural properties of the computations 

of doca, and hence derive a decision procedure for equivalence. 

We have Seen that any doca can be transformed into normal 

form (§2.4) with h=2 (§1. 7) with no more than a polynomial 

increase in q. We shall assume that the machines are all in 

this form, so that we can express all the derived properties in 

terms of just the one parameter q. 

The decision procedure takes the form of a nondeterministic 

simulation, as in the previous chapter, but now the properties we 

deduce are sufficient to specify explicitly the nondeterministic 

replacements required. We note, however, that, as in Chapter 3, 

nondeterminism here is a convenience that is not essential. A 

procedure could also have been obtained in the form of a finite 

number of deterministic simulations. 
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5.2 Preliminary Results 

The function S(q) (which also gives the maximal order of an 

element in the symmetric group on q elements) will be the dominating 

factor in the bounds we derive. 

Def inition 

S(q) = max't9,. c. m. '{n 
111 

En 
1=q, 

ni 01. 

Lemma 5.1 

S (q) =e 
rq-. logeql(q) 

where l(q) -* 1 as q -+ co. 

Proof 

(Outline) Using standard number theoretic results, this 

asymptotic function can be easily obtained for the case where 

In 
1) 

in the definition is additionally restricted to be a set of 

primes. To show that the same bound is valid for arbitrary {n is 

it remains to prove that the possible extra contributions from 

prime powers is not significant. Details of this argument are 

2o 
given in Valiant and Paterson 

For a deterministic one-counter automaton M, we describe a 

configuration c with state s, and counter contents n (n ý! 0), by 

(s, n). For this c, we use c+m to denote the configuration 

(s, n+ m) , provided that n+mý! 0. 
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Definition 

The input word ý is a standard sequence for the configurations 

ct C, iff 

is a shortest string such that c +) cl 

r 
where 1ý ý<q2,1ý 1231 31 21 :5q, and r>0, and 

For some state se and integers wy d>0Vvs. t. 0<v: ý r 

v 02; 
1- (s 

e, w- vd) 

Lemma 5.2 

For a doca with q states there is a positive integer Z, no 

greater than S(q), such that if Icl - 
'Ic'I ý: q2, Ic'I ': 2t q2 and 

C+) cl, then there is a standard sequence for c, c' in which the 

loop drop d divides Z. 

Proof 

We define the efficiency oa state s to be the maximum value 

(possibly infinite) of d/jyj, where, for all sufficiently large n, 

the derivation (s, n+ d) Y>- (s, n) exists, but repeats no state 

except s at the beginning and end. Clearly d, jyj q. 

Ct I Suppose a is a shortest string such that c+)C We mark 

the last occurrence of one of the states with greatest efficiency 
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in this derivation. Let this state be s, and let its efficient 

simple loop be generated by y, and cause a drop of d, where d>0. 

Now excise from this derivation a set of (not necessarily simple) 

disjoint loops of maximal total length, such that the total drop 

due to them is a multiple of d, and the marked occurrence of se is 

preserved. We can show that the length m of the remaining derivation 

is no more than q2_1, by first observing that at least 

k= [(m + 2)/q - 21 disjoint simple loops, not containing the marked 

se in their interior, must occur it. But k *ý! d would imply that 

some non-null subset of these loops accounts for a total drop that 

is a multiple of d. This subsct could therefoi-e have been removed in 

the original excision contrary to the maximality condition. Hence 

(m + 2)/q -2:! ý d-1, and so m<q2_1 follows immediately if 

'lar argument it can be shown that the length of d<q. By a simL 

the derivation after the marked se is less than q(q - 1), if d -- q. 

Let ý 1'ý3 
be the input strings for the parts of this remaining 

derivation before and after the chosen occurrence of se respectively. 

Then, clearly, for some integer r 

13 
rd. 

But Icl- Ic'I ý! q2>m implies that r>0. Thus 

C-C, 
+ 

since the bounds derived for the parts of this derivation in the case 

q, and simple special arguments in the trivial case d=q, ensure 

that the counter is at no stage empty. Also, since we have replaced 
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arbitrary loops by ones of at least tbLe same efficiency, 1YrB3 

must still be of minimal length. 

We note that the case of a null Y has not been excluded in 

this argument. We also note that a simpler argument would suffice 

22 if the bounds of q were relaxed to 2q 

To obtain a value for Z we investigate the set of possible 

values of d in the above construction. For each state s we 

select, if possible, a maximally efficient simple loop through s, 

and denote the set of states in this loop by Loop(s). Clearly, if 

sI F- Loop(s), then the efficiency of s' is greater than or equal to 

the efficiency of s. Also, any standard sequence whose principal 

loop is based on s could be replaced by one based on s' , by 

applying the construction to the derivation of the old sequence-. 

in which s' must occur since, by definition, r>0. 

Let s' >- s be the transitive closure of the relation defined 

by s' c Loop (s) . Def ining s, s' to be equivalent if f s' >- s 

and s -> s'. the relation ý! becomes a partial ordering on the 

equivalence classes. Let slt"Psk be a selection of representatives, 

one from each class that is maximal in this ordering. It is easily 

verified that the corresponding loops must be disjoint, and that 

standard sequences can always be based on some such loop. Then the 

drops due to all these must add up to no more than q, and each one must 

divide Z where 

Z=k. c. m {dildi is the drop due to Loop(s i )}. 

Thus Z :! ý S (q) . El 
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That this bound for Z is achievable can be verified by 

examining'Example 7.3. 

As we are concerned only with asymptotic bounds, and as S(q) 

clearly dominates any fixed polynomial in q as q becomes large, it 

will be sufficient for our purposes to prove the existence of, 

rather than obtain specific expressions for, the various polynomials 

we derive. The proof of the following lemma introduces a useful 

technique. 

Lemma 5.3 

There is a polynomial p3 such that for any configuration c with 

ICI ýý P3 (q), and any positive multiple Y of Z, 

(i) rank (c, c+ Y) + Y/q :5 rank (c + Y, c+ 2Y) :5 rank (c, c+ Y) + Yq, 

(ii) Y if fc+Y 7- c+ 2Y. 

Proof 

Assuming that c and c+Y can be distinguished, there must be a 

minimal distinguishing sequence 0, where 

q2 

for some s. Provided that p, is sufficiently large, Lemma 5.2 

ensures that a may be taken to be in the form of a standard sequence 

r Let the drop due to ý be d, where d-0. Since 
12 3* 2 
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distinguishes c and c+Y.. clearly r+ Y/d 
a6 distinguishes 123 

c+Y and c+ 2Y. Since 1ý 
21 :! ý q and d ýý 1. the right hand 

inequality follows. 

In a similar fashion we can choose ýýrý6, where r> Y/d, 123 

to be a minimal string distinguishing c+ Y and c+ 2Y. Then 

r- 
12 

Y/d 
ý6 3 

distinguishes c and c+Y. But 1ý I ýt 1, 
2 

for 

otherwise, since d divides Z and thus also Y, the sequence would 

not distinguish c+Y and c+ 2Y. The left hand inequality then 

follows since d :! ý q also. 

Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). Pi 

5.3 Pro. 2r 

r-) 

We now establish some relationships that hold for periodic 

sets of configurations. 

Def inition 

A configuration c is improper iff c -= c+ mZ for all integers 

m (not necessarily positive) such that 

Icl 
+ mz ý! p3 (q). 

Lemma 5.4 

If c =- c+ mZ for some m>0 and 'c' > P3 (q), then c is 

improper. 
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Proof 

It is easy to see that for any set of configurations 

1'*"*'Cn 
it 

ank (c 
nC1 min {rank (c,, cj+, )}. 

1:! ýj <n 

Hence, if rank (c, c+ mZ) = o-, then 

rank (c, c+ Z) -c-> min {rank (c + iZ, c+ (i + 1) Z) 1. 
1: g i <m 

By Lemma 5.3(i) it follows that these ranks must all be infinite, 

and therefore also, by Lemma 5.3(ii), that c is improper. 11 

Def inition 

configuration is pro2er iff it is not improper. 

That the period Z is optimal for the propriety condition 

can be seen from Example 7.3,, where for any configuration c in the 

starting state, c ---= c+i iff i is a multiple of Z= S(q - 1). 

Lenna 5.5 

There is a polynomial p5 such that if Icl >p5 (q). Z, Ic'I <q2 

and c =- c', then c is improper. 

Proof 

Suppose that c is proper, and let ýýrý6 be a string distinguishing 123 

c and c+Z, constructed exactly as in the first part of the proof of 
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Lemma 5.3, but for the case Y= 

by 

We define c, cI for n ýý 0 
nn 

nn 
212 

cc and c 

where, in the case of 6-moves, maximal derivations (i. e. to reading 

modes) are taken. If c =- c', then clearly c c' for all n. The 
nn 

polynomial p5 is chosen to ensure that r is sufficiently large for 

the following argument to work: Either in c0'... 'c' (2q 4) some 

configuration repeats, or else some c' in this set has height not k 
3 less than 2q In the latter case it is easy to verify that for 

some i, j such that i<j:! ý 2q 
4 

J-1 

C! 
2 

c' and c! = c. + w, 
1+i11 

A 
for some w>0. In either case, for some i, such that i<j !ý 2q', 

we have, putting k= 

C! +9 C! + wz I, I 

where now w ý! 0. By Lemma 5.3(i) if w>0, and trivially if w=0, 

rank W, c! rank (c! 
+,, c! +,, 

). 
1 1+2,1 1 1- , 

However, if r is large enough then from the propriety of ci and 

Lemma 5.3(i), 

rank (ci, ci+Z) > rank (c i+V c i+2d' 

This contradicts the assumpl. -ion that c c' for all n. Thus c must 
nn 

be improper. El 
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We can now derive, as a consequence of this result, the 

property of equivalent configurations on which our decision 

procedure depends. 

Definition 

Integers m, n are (x, 
__X)-ra _ional_l 

related iff there exist 

integers a, b with 0<a, b :! ý x, such that 

I ma - nb I :ý 

Lemma 5.6 

There exist polynomials p6' P6 such that if c, c', Icl >- P6 

and c is proper, then Icl, Ic'I are (q 2' 
P6 (q). Z) rationally 

related. 

Proof 

Suppose that C : -: c', that c is proper, and that 'c' > -P6 (q). Z, 

for P6 sufficiently large for the following argument to work. Choose 

6, and define c. c' as in the previous lemma. Let k be the 
Vý2'ýV nn 

least n such that 

min (Ic 12 Ic'j) q2 
nn 

k must exist, for otherwise'flc, l} would be an infinite strictly 

decreasing sequence. cn is proper for all n :ýZ, and therefore 

cnIcn+Z if Ic 
nI 

ýý P3 (q) . 
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I 

If Ic I<q2 then by Lemma 5 and the propriety of c., we have 

that Ic, l :! ý P5 (q). Z. 

2 Alternatively suppose Ic, l < --, . For some i, k' such that 

0<i+ k' -< q, the states of c!, c! are the same, 
31 

i+k' 

c! c! -e say, where lei : ýý q Then if k is a large enough 
i+k 1 

multiple of k' to ensure that lc), 
-kZ' 

ýý P3 (q), the propriety of the 

cn gives 

c ), -kZ 
/cP, 

-kZ 
+ dkZ =c k-2kZ* 

Hence 

Ck'-kZ 1 Ck-2kZ' 

that is 

c" + ekZ I c; + 2ekZ. 
I 

By lemma 5, (q). Z, for otherwise Ic'I would be proper, Ic. 'I ýý P5 

contrary to the previous statement. 

Thus for a suitable choice of pý we have in both cases 

11cl - dZI < p'(q). Z and llc'l - ek/ki < p'(q). Z 
66 

Since 0<d :5q and 0< e/k :! ý q 
2, it follows for some P6 that 

Ilcl. e/k - Ic'l. di `ý P6 (q). Z. El 
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5.4 Decision Procedure 

Using the result of Lernma 5.6 we construct a nondeterministic 

one-counter automaton M' which is able to simulate, in a certain 

sense, the computations of a pair of equivalent doca. By taking 

the disjoint union of the states and transition rules of the two 

machines, we can regard the simulation as maintaining a representation 

of pairs of equivalent configurations, c and c', of the combined machine. 

We ensure that at each point in the simulation alcl - b1c'I = f, 

for some a, b, f such that 0<a, b<q2, and Ifl < P6 (q). Z. Then 

can represent c and c' by holding alcl in its counter and 

remembering f, a, b, and the states of c and c', in its finite state 

control. 

The action of m' is as follows. Let p0 be some polynomial such 

that whenever m or n is greater than p0 (q). Z, and they are (q 2' 
P6 (q). Z)- 

rationally related, then they are related with respect to only one 

admissible rational ratio a/b. Whenever Icl, Ic'I are both less than 

PO (q). Z, their values are stored in the finite state control. When 

a simulation step is about to exceed this bound, the finite state 

control determines the coefficients a, b, if any, and sets up the counter 

for the appropriate representation. When a simulation step would reach a 

pair of configurations not rationally related, say c is just too large for 

cl , then by Lemma 5.6, if c =- c', then c must be improper. Instead of 

continuing the simulation with (c, c'), a nondeterministic step is made 

either to the simulation of (c - Z, c') or to the simulation of 

(c, c- Z). Then, if cE c' and so also c=c-z, the simulation 

continues to b- one for equivalent configurations in either case. 
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Since the original doca. are in normal form, we can easily 

define acceptance in M' to occur if and only if exactly one of 

the simulated configurations is in an accept mode. Thus if the 

starting configurations are indeed equivalent, our dibcussion shows 

that no string is accepted by M'. On the other hand, if they are 

inequivalent, we can show, as in the previous chapter, that some 

string must be accepted. For if some a distinguishes the starting 

configurations, then either both derivations will be simulated 

directly to their different conclusions, or else the rational 

relationship must fail. In the latter case, if (c, c') is reached 

where c/ c', then the remainder of a distinguishes one of the 

new pairs created. The assumed normal form guarantees that any 

long c-derivations will steadily reduce the counter. This, in 

turn, ensures that further progress along a can always be made in 

a finite number of moves, and therefore that a will eventually be 

accepted. 

The construction and testing for emptiness of the simulating 

machine described therefore constitutes a decision procedure for 

equivalence. The number of states of this machine need be no more 

than p(q). Z 
2 for some polynomial p, where q is the total number 

of states of the tested machines, and Z is bounded above by 

I S(q)zn: e 
Vq. log 

eq Assuming a fixed input alphabet, and recalling 

Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 
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Theorem 5.1 

The equivalence problem for doca is decidable, and there is 

a decision procedure which, for q state machines, has a running 

time bounded above by 

kvýq-. log q 

for some constant k. El 
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I CONTAINMENT PROBLEMS 

Certain restricted classes of deterministic pushdown automata 

have some important basic prope,: ties which do not hold for the whole 

class. For example, finite-state machines recognise a class of 

languages that are closed under the Boolean operations, one-counter 

machines, we have seen, have a rigid periodic structure, while for 

simple machines each configuration can be related very directly to 

the language it generates. Furthermore, within these and some other 

subclasses we know how to test for equivalence. It is also plausible 

that even for problems for which decidability can be proved in the 

unrestricted case, easier decision procedures can be found for these 

subclasses than for the whole class. 

For any of these reasons we may want to determine whether for 

a given dpda there exists an equivalent one belonging to a particular 

subclass. Formally we ask the following containment problem: If 

Xv Y are two classes of automata and McX, then is there an M' cY 

such that L(M) = L(M')? We denote the containment problem for X, Y 

by (X: Y). 

Emptiness, finiteness and totality can all be phrased as 

containment problems. Testing for the prefix property we have 

seen in 51.4 to be equivalent to the problem (D: D 
0 

). Of the more 

difficult problems mentioned above, the only one known to be 

decidable is that of regularity, i. e. (D: Fsa). A proof of this 

2 
has been given by Stearns Without resolving the remaining open 

problems we shall nevertheless throw some light on their expected 
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difficulty by relating them to the regularity problem in the 

following way. 

We shall define a very general notion of relative complexity 

with which one can compare the inherent difficulty of various 

containment problems. Results expressed in terms of this are of 

wide applicability. For example, our result that testing for 

emptiness, and for the prefix property are, in the defined sense, 

equally difficult, implies that if the time complexity for deciding 

these two problems on any machine model are polynomials in the 

parameters of the tested autoiiiatap then the leading terms of these 

polynomials will differ by only a multiplicative constant, 

The results we then prove using this notion are that such 

containment problems as (D: C), (D: T), and (D: S 
0) 

must be, if 

decidable at all, at least as difficult to decide as regularity. 

With this as one source of motivation, we then proceed in the 

following chapter to investigate the regularity problem in detail. 

For a natural particular measure of complexity used by Stearns, we 

improve his upper bound from a treble to a double exponential level, 

which now closely approaches a knoxm double exponential lower bound. 

As a consequence we can also significantly improve the upper bound 

on the time complexity of this problem. 

We observe that all the containment problems in which we are 

heie interested become undecidable if D is replaced by ND, the class 
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I 

of nondeterministic pushdown automata. This can be deduced from a 

tbeorem of Korenjak and Hopcroft 
9 

who construct, for each instance 

of the Post Correspondence Problem, a context-f-ree gramar over a 

terminal alphabet E u'{$I, with the properties that 

if the PCP has no solution the language generated is 

if the PCP has some solution then the language is 

not deterministic. 

From this we conclude that for any class YcD such that E*$ cL (Y) ý 

(ND: Y) is undecidable. It therefore follows that (ND: Y) is 

undecidable if Y is D09SOlTsCjsaý etc. 
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Chapter 6 RELATIVE COMPLEXITY 

6.1 Introduction 

We shall define a partial ordering on decision problems to 

express the relative difficulty of solving them. Thus P, ýý P 
J- 2 

will mean that if, on any machine model, the problem P2 needs time 

x to be decided, then P1 will require at least about the same time. 

Furthermore, similar conclusions can then also be made about space 

requirements, and various other measures as well. 

We could define such an ordering very simply by saying that 

PIý! P2 iff any procedure to decide P1 is effectively able --o decide 

P2 also. For our applications to dpda problems, however, it is 

convenient to relax this condition slightly. We denote by 

D(nl, n 2n3n V115 ) the class of dpda whose parameters q, t, h, p, u 

are respectively bounded above by n1n 2' n 3' n4 and n 5' We define a 

transformation of a machine description to be direct iff it can be 

carried out by an algorithm that makes only one pass of the 

transition rules, (and modifies each one as necessary, ) requires only 

a finite amount of memory additional to the capability of recognising 

accepting modes, and increases each parameter at most linearly. We 

then say that a procedure can decide problem P directly for a class 

Xg iff there is a direct transformation which takes all machines in 

to a form in which the application of the procedure effectively 

decides P. 

Def init ion 

P1ý! P2 iff 3k>0s. t. any procedure to decide P1 for 
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D(kn,, kn 2 kn 3p kn 4' kn 5) can directly decide P2 for D(nl, n 2' n 3' n 4' n 5). 

Def inition 

p2 iff P1ý! p2 and P2ý! 10 

It is immediate from the definition that for the classes of 

automata X, X, X" the following relation holds among the containment 

problems: 

(i) x, c x". => (x": x) ý: (x' : X). 

We observe that, in order to decide any global property of a 

machine, we require operations at least as difficult as a direct 

transformation. Thus the relaxation of our definition of the ordering 

does not endanger its validity for our purposes. 

6.2 Results 

As is permitted by virtue of Lemma 2.5, we shall assume here, 

for convenience, that all dpda are in, normal form. 

Theorem 6.1 

(D: T) ýi (D: Fsa). 

Proof 

Let L= L(M) c Z* where McD, and let LI = (L$)* where 
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E. We shall show that L'. = L(M') for some M' cD which is 

only slightly larger than, and easily obtained from M, and, further, 

that L' F- L(T) iff L is regular. This is clearly sufficient, for 

then any M can be tested for regularity by testing the appropriate 

L(M') for containment in LCT). 

We create Mt to recognise L' by modifying M in the following 

way. For every accepting mode o*f M we introduce a move on $ input 

to a new special state that causes the stack to empty and the 

starting configuration of M to be restored, all via an c-derivation. 

If we make the starting and accepting configurations of M' to be 

the starting configuration of M, then clearly L(M') - (L$I*. To do 

all this we need add no more than one state, and one input symbol, 

and we'will at most have doubled +-T-rle number of transition rules. 

Furtliermore, M' can be obtained'from M by a direct transformation. 

To show that L regular =>, L' c T, we simply observe that 

regular =: " (L$)* regular =ý, L' 6 O-T =* L' c T. 

To show the converse, we recall a comment made in 54.2 that 

LCO-T) = L(Fsa). Thus, if L is not regular then in any recognising 

machine for (L$)*, turns may have to occur during the parsing of 

each substring between successive $ characters. In that case the 

machine cannot be finite-turn. El 
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Theorem 6.2 

(D: C) ýý (D: Fsa). 

Proof 

mnn Let L LCM) c E*, where McD, and let L' = 'U(L$) 

. n=l' 
where E. We shall show that there is an M' cD recognising 

L' that is only slightly larger than M. and that any procedure for 

testing L' E: L(C) will automatically decide whether L i's regular. 

We construct Mt to simulate M repeatedly, and to count the 

number of strings from L$ read, by keeping a string Am at the 

bottom of the stack, where A is a new symbol. Thus as in the 

previous theorem, whenever an accept mode of M is reached and a$ 

immediately follows, the stack is emptied, but now only up to the 

topmost A. an extra A is added, and the starting mode is restored 

on top of this. When the $1 characters are read, they are checked 

one by one against the A's, and acceptance occurs iff they are equal 

in number. Such an M' can clearly be produced from M by a direct 

transformation, and will not be much larger. 

It remains to show that L' c L(C) iff L is regular. Clearly 

if L is regular then a recognising machine for L' exists which only 

uses its stack to store the A's. Thus Lt c L(C). Conversely 

suppose L is not regular. Any machine recognising L' must have an 

infinite set of pairwise distinguishable configurations reached 0 
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via input strings terminating with a $. If it is a 1-counter 

machine and L is not regular, then to recognise some words from L 

from any such configuration, the machine will have to empty its 

stack, for otherwise, regularity would be implied. However once 

the stack is emptied, all but a finite amount of information about 

the number of instances of L$ already parsed, is lost. Thus 

L' jL CC). 

Def inition 

For a language L 4=-: E*: 

Sinit(L) = Z* - LE+. 

Lempa 6.1 

If L has the prefix property then: 

L regular4* Sinit(L) is regular. 

Proof 

(i) Since Sinit(L) is defined by regularity preserving 

operations I if L is regular then so is Sinit (L) 

(ii) If L has the Prefix property then it consists of 

just those words in Sinit(L) that are not proper prefixes of other 

words in Sinit(L) . Thus a finite state automaton for L can be 

obtained from onc for Sinit(L) by simply removing all states from 
w 

which any further strings can be accepted, from the set of 

accepting states. 
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. Thebrera 6.3 

For any class X0 c R, such that L(Fsa)$ c L(XO), 

(D: X 
0) ýt (D: Fsa) 

Proof 

Let L L(M) c E* where Mc Do, and let 

L' = Sinit(L)$, where $JE. We modify M by replacing all 
ones to 

E-transitions from accepting modes to a special reject mode, and A 

by adding a$ transition for all reading modes (other than the 

reject mode) to a new mode which is now declared the sole accepting 

mode. Then this new machine, say M', recognises L', and so L(M') is 

regular if fL is regular (f rom Lemina 6.1) . 

If L(M') is regular then, by definition, L(M') c LCXO). 

However, if L(W) is not regular, then Sinit(L) is not regular and 

so requires arbitrary large stacks to occur during recognition. 

But from any such live configuration we expect acceptance to be 

possible in M' with a further input of only a single character $. 

Thus L (M') not re gul ar =: " L (M') jL (X 0) . 

We can therefore conclude that L(M') c L(XO) iff L is regular, 

and hence that 

(DG : Xo ) ýý (Do : Fsa) . 
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However, from property (i) in §6.1 we know that 

(D: X 
0) ýý (D 

0 :x 0) - 

Also, since any test for the regularity of L$ for any Lc E* can be 

used as a test for the regularity of L by the now familiar argument, 

we also have that 

0 : Fsa) ý!: (D: Fsa). 

By the transitivity of the ordering the result follows. El 

Theorem 6.4 

(D: empty) = (D: total) = CD: D 0 
). where empty, total 

refer to -the class of machines accepting nothing, and E* 

respectively. 

Proof 

From the argument in Corollary 2.1 to Lemma 2.5 it is 

immediate that a direct transformation exists to modify any 

machine M in normal form, to one that recognises exactly the 

complement of L(M). It follows that emptiness and totality are 

equally difficult to decide in our sense. 

To show that (D: empty) ý: (D: DO) we recall that the latter is 

equivalent to testing for the prefix property. For any McD 
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we can construct an M' consisting essentially of two copies of the 

transition rules for M with distinguished state sets. These rules 

are modified so that transitions from accepting modes in the first 

copy lead to the appropriate states of the second copy. T "he 

s tartýn g conf iguration of M' is def ined to be that of the first 

copy of M, while the acceptingmodes are those of the second copy. 

Clearly M' accepts just those strings of L(M) that have proper 

prefixes in L(M). Thus testing M' for emptiness is equivalent to 

testing whether L(M) 6 L(D 
0 

To see that (D: D 0) ýý CD: empty) we observe that any McD 

can be modified by replacing all the transition rules from each 

accepting mode by a reading rule leaving the mode unchanged. Then 

testing this machine for the prefix property will effectively 

teEt M for emptiness. 

Theorem 6.5 

(D: Fsa) -a (D: finite) ýt(D: empty) 

Proof 

Let L= L(M) c E* where M F- D,, and let L" = L$*. 

Clearly M can be transformed to become a recogniser for L' with 

little change in size. Since L' is finite if and only if I is 

empty, L can be tested for emptiness by testing L' for finiteness. 
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To show the other inequality, we use the observation that for 

a dpda M'., L(M') is infinite iff M' has some live derivation 

that repeats a configuration, or has a repeated mode in its stacking 

sequence. We introduce some new stack symbols, an A. for each I 

A r, and a special B. For each mode (s, A we replace each rule 
Tr Tr 

$ 

(s, A i) (s 
1 w) by (s (sl, w) and add the rule Cs, A (s , BA i)P $1 

and also, if it is an accepting mode, the rule (s,, A (s A) 
Ia 

where sa is a new special state, and $, ýl are new input characters. 

We also add the transitions (s, A)- 
$1 

-* (s, A) for any mode with 

S=Sa, or A=B, and add (s 
a 

2) to the set of accepting modes. 

Assuming that M' i-s in a form never requiring to empty its stack, it 

can be verified that the modified machine just described will 

recognise a regular set iff L(M') is finite. El 

6.3 Comments 

We have only obtained theoiems for (X: Y) where X= 

However numerous comparable results can be derived by similar 

means for X equal to various subsets of D. 

Thus we can relate the realtime property, and the stateless 

property to regularity. If we def ine T1 to be the class of 

ordered deterministic one-turn machines, with only one state of 

order zero, then we can show that (T: R) 'ý!: (T 1 
: Fsa) and that 

(T: S) ýý (T 1 
: Fsa). To do this, the construction we need for each 

M' cTI is of an McT that accepts the language 
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cx, $ý$y I ýy ci. $ý$Jy I ay E L(M') 

where eaqh a, ý is a turn-free prefix of LCM'). We note that 

despite the restricted nature of T1, our analysis of regularity 

(Chapter 7) gives no indication of this problem being substantially 

easier to decide for T' than for D. 

The equivalence problem is not a containment problem. However 

the above mentioned kind of argument shows imnediately that it is 

no easier to decide for Do than for D. For to test for Ll =L2 

in D, we could test for LL2$ in Doe Even more trivially we 

ixtice that since emptiness is a particular instance of equivalence, 

it cannot be more difficult to decide. 

We conclude by summarising our results in the following 

diagram, in which P --* P implies P ýt P, and each language is 
1212 

assumed to be specified by a dpda in normal form. 
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is 
finite-turn? 

is 

one-counter? 

C 
is L 

e mp t 

Ly? is L 

total? 

is L 

prefix? 

Fig. 5. Relative Complexity of Containment Problems. 
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Chapter 7 THE REGULARITY PROBLEM 

7.1 Introduction 

Stearns 2 
shows that Lhe problem of vyliether a dpda. accepts a 

regular set is decidable. To do this he proves that if a dpda of 

a certain form, with q states and t. stack symbols, accepts a regular 

language L, then L is also recognised by some finite-state automaton, 

the states of which number no more than some E3 expression in q and t. 

Meyer and Fischer 21 
give an example to show that under these 

circumstances a finite-state automaton of E2 size may indeed be 

necessary. 

Our main result in this Chapter is to reduce the upper bound 

given by Stearns for this, by an exponential level, to an E2 

function which differs from the lower bound of Meyer and Fischer 

by only a multiplicative f actor in the leading exponent. As a consequence 

we can also derive an E2 time algorithm for testing dpda for regularity. 

By similar analysis for the regularity of each of the classes R, C 

and Sowe obtain distinct E1 expressions, the orders of which in each 

case we can show to be valid as both upper and lo,,,. 7er bounds. 

Almost all the ideas we shall use can be found in Stearns' 

paper. However, in addition to the improvement in the final results, 

the following differences are noteworthy. 

Our proof is for the general case allowing arbitrarily long 

right hand sides in the transition rules, while Stearns considers 
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only conservative machines with h=2. Thus, although for some 

dpda q may have to grow exponentially when it is reduced to the h=2 

f orm, we shall show that t-his is not a source contributing an extra 

exponential in the main result. Furthermore, our analysis will be 

directly applicable to, for example, stateless and dB-S machines 

(Chapter 8), for which equivalent conservative machines do not exist 

in general. 

The notions of null-transparent and k-invisible segments, 

introduced by Steams, and the proofs of their existence in 

sufficiently large stacks, remain at the centre of the argument. 

However, we have unified the proofs of these theorems (Lemma 7.2) 

by applying the technique used by Stearns for the one (null- 

transparency) to obtain the now improved result for the other 

(9, -invisibility) also. Our definition of the latter is a generalisation 

of that of Stearns, that contributes a further smaller improvement. 

In addiLion we are rather more explicit about the phenomena 

that correspond to regularity and irregularity respectively. We 

exhibit the fact that our main construction picks out a family of 

computations that resembles a one-counter automaton in structure 

and has the same behaviour vis-a-vis regularity. 

We shall use the notation introduced in §1.5. 
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7.2 Null-transparency and k-invisibility 

It will be convenient here to say that, in a derivation 

c+ (a) cl, where a=a1a2a 3' 
" the a2 subderivation pops the 

segment wI" in c iff c+ (a (S, W and (s, w (a 
2) 

(s woi) 
tj oj 9i 

for some s, s'. 

Def inition 

(s, w) + (a) c' is a j-derivation w. r. t. index set N iff there 

are fewer than j pairs (m, n) of consecutive elements of N w; -th the 

property that w m, n 
is popped by a non-null subsequence of a. 

Def inition 

The segment w' is k-invisible in (s, ww'w") w. r. t. index set 

N if ff or any s' , and any k-derivation (s, ww'w") + (a) (s' ww') , 

it is the case that (s', ww') + (F-) (S', w). 

In other words5 the existence of the segment w' can only 

be detected in the configuration by derivations which pop by non-null 

input strings at least Z of the segments of w" induced by N. 

Def inition 

The stack word w is null-transEarent iff for all sc 

(s, w) -ý (e) (s' A) 2* (s' w) ý (F-) (s' 
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A null-ý . transparent segment therefore has the property that 

if (Ssw) (c) (s'A), then for all n ýt 1, (s, w n (F-) (s', A). Thus 

c-derivations which pop sequences of a null-transparent word are 

incapable of distinguishing different numbers of occurrences of them. 

Leinma 7.1 

If w is null-transparent, then for all s, wl, no string a of 

length n can distinguish (s, oN, w m) from (s, wlw 
mv ) for m, m' > n. 

Proof 

Consider a derivations from the two configurations. If these 

have at no stage popped the top n+1 copies of w in the stack, then 

clearly they cannot be distinguishing derivations. However, if they 

have, then at least one copy of w must have been popped by an 

E: -subderivation. But then by null-transparency, the rest of the 

w segments would also have been popped at the same time, without 

leaving any trace of their number. Thus we conclude that no a of 

length n can distinguish the given configurations. El 

We now prove by an inductive argument the existence of both 

kinds of segments in sufficiently large configurations. 

Lemma 7.2 

For a configuration c with stack w and an index set N of W 

elements all less than IwI, 
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T>q. => some segment of w induced by N is 

null-transparent, 

7> k(Zq)q => some segment of w induced by N is 

k-invisible in c, provided that Z, q > 2. 

Proof 

For each part we produce an inductive assertion of the 

form A(Ill 
m ýN m) 

for m =-- 0,1,2 .... where Pma finite set P, and 

mcN. 
We show that A(P 

0N0 
') is true for P0=ý and N0= Nq 

and that, if R is sufficiently large and A(P N) holds, then mmm 

either Nm already induces the required segment, or else we can 

find P 
m+1 

and N 
M+l 

such that A(P 
M+l' 

N 
M+l 

) is true also. We 

ensure that the induction terminates, and thus guarantees to 

produce the required segment, by showing that PMC; K P 
M+l 

and that N is greater than some given function of Tht--n by 
M+l M 

picking N large enough initially, we can ensure that, though the 

sets Nm may get successively smaller, they will always be large 

enough to enable the induction to continue until P is exhausted. 

We take P to be Q, and the assertion A(P 
m 2N m) 

to be: 

ij E: Nm, SE: Pm :* (s, w 10 
)+ (c) (s A) . 

Then A(P 
0N0) 

is trivially true. 

(i) We assume that A(P 
M ýN M) 

is true, and that k and k', the 

smallest and largest elements of NM respectively, are distinct. 
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Then if w k, k' 
is null-transparent, the result is proved. Otherwise, 

by definition there exist s.,, st such that 

(a) (S, W kk') ý (6) (s' A) , 

but (b) not (s' w kk') ý (6) (s '., A) . 

Then let N 
m+1 

be the subset of Nm indexing the most- frequently 

occurring state,, say s", in the popping sequence for (a) W. r. t. 

Nm. and let P 
M+I 

Pmu fs"I. No state in this popping sequence 

can belong to Pm for that would imply, by the inductive assertion, 

that s' = s" E: P which would contradict (b). Thus it follows 

that P (; ý; P and then also that N ý!: F/(q-m), form< q. m m+l' M+I m 
A (P N) is then clearly true. Also, if > q!, the m+l' m+1 0 
induction can continue, if necessary, until Pm exhausts Q, without 

ever NM<2 occurring. This completes the proof of 

(ii) We assume that A(P 
mNM) 

is true, and that k and k', 

now the smallest and second smallest elements of Nm respectively, 

are distinct. Then if wk, k' 
is k-invisible in c, the result is 

proved. Otherwise, by definition, there is some a-derivation 

that is an k-derivation rendering it visible, i. e. 

(a) c+ (a) (s ,wo, 
k') 9 

but (b) not (S' w ok') 
+ (c) (s ' 'wo, k) 

From the a derivation extract the c-subderivation that pops the 

most segments induced by Nm, and let N' 
M+I 

be just those indices 

inducing these segments. Then, by definition, N'm+1 > (N 
m- 

1)1k. 
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No state in the popping sequence induced by NI can belong to 
M+ 1. 

Pm, for that would contradict Co). Let s" be the most frequently 

occurring state in this sequence, let N 
M+l 

be the set indexing 

these occurrences, and let P= ') U 
M+l Lm {S"}. Then N 

M+ 1ý N' 
M+l 

/(q-m), 

Now if TT =R> Z(kq )q initially, the induction w411 continue 0 

successfully until Q is exhausted. 0 

Note I 

The bound for (i) of q! is the same as that of Stearns. It 

can be shown to be optimal by looking at segments that are E-popped 

from all states thereby performing permutation operations on them, 

and regarding these as elements of the symmetric group on q elements. 

Note 2 

In the main theorem we shall be interested in k-invisible 

segments, where k is exponential in q. It is here that we gain our 

most significant improvement, by obtaining a bound of order (Zq)q 

as compared with one of q 
k+q 

given by Stearns. In general, if k is 

of larger order than q, we can show that our bound is of optimal order in 

the following sense. A dpda can be derived from the proof of 7-2(ii) 

with the properties that for some configuration and index set of 

size (), /q )q , no k-invisible segment can be found. 
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1 
7.3 Main Theorem 

Theorem 7.1 

If M, a dpda in normal form, has q states, t stack symbols, 

v 
and stack words of length at most h in its transition rules, and 

if L(M) is regular, then LCM) is recognised by some finite automaton 

2 with fewer than X(qt, h) states, where X is of order E 

Proof 

We shall prove that there is a function Y(q, t, h) of order El 

such that, if any reachable configuration of M has height greater 

than Y, then either We can cut a segment out from the stack to 

obtain a smaller equivalent reachable configuration, or else 

there are input strings 6 
1ý2 s. t. the configurations reached after 

inputs of 6 6m for m=1,2,... are all pairwise inequivale-it. 
12 

Thus if L(M) is regular, the first possibility must always hold 

for configurations larger than Y, and consequently M can only 

be using up to qt 
y 

pairwise distinguishable configurations 

in recognising the language. This gives us the required result. 

To prove the existence of Y we consider an arbitrary derivation 

a 
csý, c= (s, w), where IwI =n> Y(q, t, h). We let N be the set of 

integers indexing the most frequently occurring modes in the 

stacking sequence of this derivation. Then clearly 7 ýt n/qth. 
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If N is large enough, then by Lemma 7.2 (ii) 
, we can find a segment 

w- in it that is (qq! )-invisible in c w. r. t. N. Furthermore, by 
ij 

the choice of N, the configuration c' = (s, w W. - ) is reachable oi Jn 
from cs via the input string ao 

)I 
a 

j, n * 
We shall prove that if L(M) 

is regular, then c 7---c' . For simplicity we shall not modify the 

indexing of -the segments of the stack in the translation from c to c' 

(e. g we shall still refer to the top symbol of c' as w 
n-l, n)' 

Suppose cj c' , and let ý be the shortest string distinguishing 

them. Then by the construction of c', for some y, n s. t. ý= yn, 

C+ (Y) (S', W ovi ) 

where this is not a (qq! )-derivation. It follows that we can pick 

an N' cN of at least q! +1 integers between j and n with the 

properties that 

no segment of w induced by N' is popped by an c-subderivation 

of y, and 

the elements of N' all index identical states in the popping 

sequence for 

We now pick a null-transparent segment w k, m 
induced by N' in 

w.. as guaranteed by Lemma 7.2 (i). We define some new configurations 
J, n 

to do with the popping of this segment in c and c': 

cc (y )c, 9C, (y ) 
n, m 2' 2 m, k 1' C' + (yn, 

m) c2 2 m, k 

Since yn is a minimal distinguishing string for c, cl, ym, jTl must be 

a minimal one for c 2' c21, and y kj n for cl, c1. Since, by the 

construction of N', y m, k 
is non-null, y kj and y m9i must be of 

different lengths. Hence it is impossible that both cl =c and cc 2 
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Without loss of generality we shall assume that c11c 2' 
We define the family of configurations r 

cIr ý! 0} by cst (a ar)rC. 
o, k k, m 

By the choice of N, N' the top parts of the stacks of these will consist of 

iterations of the null-transparent word. If we let ct yyr r m, n nPm m, k 
for r=0,1,..., then 

r+l 
Crr Cr 

%ý 1 '2 and cc for r 

Thus c11c2 =*- rc r+I 
c for all r ý: 0. From this, and the null 

transparency of w k, m 
we can now deduce that 

P, +rc for all r '2: Op Z>0. 

For if we assume otherwise for some r, k, and consider the effect on 

the conf igurations xP, +r 
c of inpu km 

and , for successive ts c6k Oýk 
m 

vaLues of x of 0,1,2..., then we are led to deduce that I 

xP, +r -r x9, +r+lc r+l 
c=c and c for all x 

However, by Lemma 7.1. the shortest distinguishing string for 

r ct r+1 c cannot distinguish x), +r 
ct xk+r+l c for sufficiently large x. 

To summarise, the assumption ct c' has forced us to the 

,r conclusion that the configurations { cl (or a corresponding set 

constructed from c', )are all reachable and pairwise inequivalent. 

Thus for regularity it must be that c =- c' , which is the result we 

want. 

From Lemma 7.2(ii) we recall that for the above construction 
2 t)q+l it is sufficient that N be greater than (q q. . Therefore 
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2 I)q+l Y(q, t, h) = qth(q q. 

is the funct . ion we require. Th-'-s is of order El(log t+ log h+q2 log q), 

and hence X(q, t, h) is of order E2 (log t+ log h+q2 log q) . El 

Note 1 

Meyer and Fischer 
21 

show that for a certain one-turn dpda with 

q=t and h=2, an equivalent finite-state automaton requires E2 (q) 

states. The bound obtained by Stearns for X is of order E (q + log t) 

for the case of h=2. 

Note 2 

I-r We notice that the family of configurations {c exhibits 

phenomena strongly reminiscent of the notion of propriety in one- 

counter automata. In particular, they are either all equivalent, 

or all pairwise inequivalent. 

7.4 Bounds for Subfamilies 

We now give improved upper bounds for the function X for three 

restricted families of dpda, and show in each case that the order of the 

bound is achievable. 

For the classes So and R, since c-moves no longer play a part, the 

above analysis becomes trivial. From the definitions in 57.2 it is 

immediate in such cases that N>1 is sufficient to induce a null- 
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transparent segment, while N>k+1 guarantees an Z-invisible 

one. Substituting these in the above argument gives the following: 

Corollary 7.1 

For the class So there is a bound X of order EI (ht. log t). 

Corollary 7.2 

For the class R there is a bound X of order EI (hq 2 
t. log t). 

From Lemma 5.4 it can I-e easily deduced that for C with the 

restriction h=2. the bound q. (S(q) +p3 (q)) suffices, where the 

dominant factor, S (q) 
, is of order E1 (Vq -log q ). We can obtain 

a similar bound more directly as follows. 

Corollary 7.3 

2 
For the class C, with h=2, there is a bound Xq. S(q), 

where 

S(q) = max'{P,. c. m'{n i 
11 En i= q). 

Proof 

Let {x 
I) 

be the set of net stack drops due to loops of 
I 

E: -moves in the diagram for non-empty counter transitions Of tLLe 
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I 

machine M. It follows immediately that any stack segment of 

length 

x --- max {Zc. m. {x }, 

will be null-transparent, where, moreover, x :ý S(q) since the 

c-loops must be disjoint. 

We can then obtain the claimed bound from the construction in 

Theorem 7.1 if we also observe that any j-derivation (w. r. t. the 

.,, 
er positive integers) popping a segment long than jq must finish 

within an c-loop. 

We now show that the order of each bound is achievable in 

both of the senses defined in §1.6. 

Exam 
. 
2le- 7.1 

Let M be a simple machine with r=rAur 
B' where 

r' {A M" ýB ='{BiIO :! ý i :! ý m}, with 

{ai ! Eý ml u' faIwE: r nj, 
with c=B. and transitions 

WAs0 

a w) wB j+l 0<m 

B 
m 

a. 
A. A 1ýjým 

.3 

Clearly the stack has to grow to height nm +I for Bm to be reached 

and the turn to occur. But there are m nm distinguishable reachable 

configurations of this height. Since L(M) is evidently regular, 
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I 

I 
this shows that X of order EI (ht. log t) is achievable. El 

ExaMle 7.2 

We construct an M' 6 RO by generalising the previous example 

in the following way. We introduce a state set Q= {s 
0 $000s k 

it 

augment F by a symbol c, replace cs by (s 
0Bm) 

and F by 

J(s 
0 

Q)I, leave the input alphabet unchanged, 

transition rules by 

a 
(si IpB mw>- 

(s i+l I wB 1) 

a 
(siqB i 

w) (si2wB j+l) 

a 
(s 

k qBm) - 
w) (soýCwB 

k 
(S k 

(si, A (si, A) 

( si PC) 
6) 

and replace the 

k, 

0ýIýk, 0<j< 

0ýIýk, 0 <. j ý m, 

0 

This again is a 1-turn machine. Af ter the turn is made in a 

derivation, the remaining string is accepted iff it matches the 

stack contents, and there are exactly k occurrences of C in the 

stack. Thus the turn has to be made when there are about k2 mn 

symbols in the stack, since each C is added after successive segments of 

rder E1 (hq 2 
t. log t) length kmn. Thus L(M') is regular, and M' has 0 

distinguishable configurations. 11 
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Example 7.3. 

Let 1. {x 
1,... x} be the partition of q-1 with the greatest 

least common multiple. Let McC read a string from a* and 

increment the counter by one for each a, while staying in the 

starting state. Then if a character i from' {1,. 
.. n} is read, an 

c- oop with x1 states causing a stack drop of xis is entered. 

Acceptance occurs iff the contents of the counter at the turn was 

divisible by x 
n* 

Such an M with q states clearly exists, and recognises 

a regular set. However, after each input of am it needs to know 

m(mod y) for y 

conf igurations. 0 

7.5 Time CoM21exity 

This requires S(q) distinguishable 

To test a language accepted by given dpda for regularity we can 

construct the candidate finite-state automaton specified in the proof 

of Theorem 7.1, say M', and test for their equivalence. Since this 

last test can be done in polynomial time (§2.5), and since M' is of 

E2 size, to show that the regularity test itself takes no more than 

E2 time, it remains to show that the construction of M' can be done 

in E2 time. 

The states of M' correspond to the no more than E2 configurations 

of M of height less than Y. To construct M' the only new transitions 

we need are those that specify for each configuration just larger than 

Y, the (qq! )-invisible segments with respect to the appropriate index 

sets (§7.3), that can be removed from their stacks. For each segment 
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wl of w, we can determine the set of pairs (s, s') with the property 

that (s, w. 1) + (ot) (s' A) for aic, and also those for which a=c. 

The possible ways of reaching each point in the stack by (qq! )- 

derivations can then be deduced, and hence the invisible segments found. 

To do all this for all the E2 configurations requires only E2 time. 

In a similar way, the bounds for R and C give single exponential 

time tests. However for RO, and hence also for So, regularity can be 

tested much more easily, and in only polynomial time. If in Mc RO 

a4 accepting derivation goes through some configuration c with height 

greater than hq 2 
t, then for some pair of levels repetitions must occur 

in both the stacking and popping sequences respectively, of the 

derivations before and after the occurrence of c. This would imply that 

accepting derivations can go through arbitrarily large configurations, 

and hence, by the restrictions part-icular to the class RO, that L(M) is 

not regular. Since the converse of this is obvious, we conclude that 

we can test for regularity by testing whether, once a stack level 

exceeding hq 
2t 

has been reached, any further inputs lead to acceptance. 

This requires only an emptiness test on a polynomial size machine. 
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f 
IV AN APPLICATION TO SCHEMAS 

Schemas are direct formalisations of computer programs, and 

cl-osely resemble them in syntax. Their essential characterisation 

is that the meaning of the commands is left undefined. The theory 

of schemas relates the description of such a formalise"I program to 

its possible computational effects once interpretations of various 

kinds are given to its uninterpreted commands. 

The relationship between certain schemas which have just one working 

register, and automata with one-way input tapes, is now well known. 

1 22 Rutledge has established a close connection between one-register 

flowchart (Ianov) schemas, and finite-state automata. When such schemas 

are augmented by a pushdown stack, the correspondence transfers to 

deterministic pushdown automata. This correspondence is such that, as 

illustrated by Paterson 
13 

, an equivalence test for a subfamily of this 

class of automata leads directly to a test for strong equivalence (in 

the sense of Luckham, Park and Paterson 
23 ) for the corresponding class of 

schemas. Thus, for example, our result in Chapter 5 implies that strong 

equivalence is decidable for Ianov schemas with an auxiliary counter. 

In an analogous way, the regularity problem corresponds to the question 

of whether a Ianov schema with a pushdown stack is strongly equivalent 

to one without a stack. 

As the translatability of such decidability results from 

automata to schemas is direct, and depends on a well established technique 

we shall not pursue these further here. 
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In contrast, however, the complexity measures for these 

problems 'do not necessarily- translate directly. For example, 

a canonical dpda for some such schema may require to be of 

exponential size in terms of the parameters of the schema 

description. For this reason we shall investigate the complexity 

of just one of these problems, for a case which is of special schema 

theoretic interest. 

Monadic functional (deBakker-Scott) schemas 
13,24,25 

are a 

fbrmalisation of recursive programs with a single working register. 

Paterson 26 has shcwn that for some such schema there does not exist 

an equivalent flowchart schelaa with any finite number of registers. 

This can be interpreted as corroborating our intuitions about the 

increased power of recursive notation. Other cxamples are known 

which can be flowcharted, but not with a single register. We shali 

now elaborate on these relationships by considering those monad-A ýc 

functional schemas that do have equivalent Ianov schemas, and giving 

a measure to the substantial succinctness with which some large Ianov 

schemas can be re-expressed by equivalent small functional ones. 

In particular, we shall show that some functional schemas require an 

equivalent flowchart to be of a double exponential (E 2) 
size in terms 

of its original parameters. Further, we shall show that they may not 

require larger flowcharts than this order. 

Thus we shall be giving a theoretical result to correspond to 

our intuitive knowledge about the considerable economy of description 

that can sometimes be gained by recursive notation. 
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Chapter 8 MONADIC FUNCTIONAL kHEMAS 

8.1 Introduction 

In our definitions we shall in the main follow Ashcroft, 

Manna and Pnueli 24 
, who give illustrative examples and rather more 

details. 

A dB-S schema has a finite set F. of tv monadic lunction 

variables {F. } (with a distinguished initial function F ), a finite 
-9- 0 

set f, of t monadic function constants' {f a finite set of g c 

monadic predicates I fpi}, and an individual variable x. A term is 

a composition of functions applied to x, e. g. f1 (F 
2 

(f 
3 

(x))) which is 

written as f1F2f3 for short, omitting the brackets and the x. A 

cQnditional term is any finite expression of the form 

if 
pi then T1 else T2 

where Tl, T2 are terms or conditional terms. The schema itself is 

specified by a set of function definitions, one for each F1, of the 

orm 

F. T 
1 

where -r is some term or conditional term. It is useful to reserve 

the name I for the identity function (I W= x) , and FOO for the 

undef ined f unction (F. 
0 

'ý FOO) . 

The schema is evaluated in the expected way by starting from 

and applying the rightmost function variable each time to 

the argument (; 
-. e. to the string from f*x to its right). The only 
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further information we need to define completely the course of 

such an evaluation is to specify the values taken by the 

predicates each time a conditional term has to be evaluated. 

Thus an inter2retation specifies the values taken by the predicates 

for each argument, and we assume that it does so uniquely. Thus 

in evaluation steps in which no function constant is applied to 

the argument, the truth values of the predicates cannot change. 

In other words, we can regard an interpretation as a function 

from f*x to 6 =' {-, +}9 , where - and + indicate falsity and truth 

-pespectively. 

Since each interpretation for a schema uniquely specifies 

an evaluation, it defines a string (possibly infinite) of the form: 

60f161 

where 63 is the truth vector defined by the interpretation for the 

argument 

ii-i 111 

Conversely, each such string describes the step by step evaluation 

of a function, as well as a set of interpretations. 

The schema for a particular interpretation is said to have a 

defined value if and only if the evaluation terminates producing 

a term containing no more function variables. This term, consisting 

of only function constants applied to x, is then the defined value. 
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8.2 Evalu_ating_Pushdown Automata 

A dpda M can be easily constructed to evaluate such a 

functional schema. At each step M keeps all the unevaluated 

functions (i. e. everything to the left of the argument) in its 

pushdown store, with the rightmost function variable at the top. 

It reads input words from (6f)* i. e. strings of alternating truth 

vectors and function constants. 

When there is a function variable at the top of the stack and 

a truth vector has just been read, the variable is replaced in the 

stack by the term specified by the corresponding function definition 

for the truth values read. The vector is remembered in the finite 

state control, and these replacements continue in accordance with 

it, until a function constant first appears at the top of the stack. 

This is checked against the next symbol on the input tape, and rejected 

via a F. 
0 

replacement if it does not match. Otherwise, the function 

constant is popped (and can be regarded as being output and applied to 

the previous argument, ) and the next 63 is read. If further function 

constants then appear at the top of the stack, they are similarly 

checked against the input tape) with the intermediate truth vectors on 

the tape being ignored. 

The dpda M starts with F0 in its stack, and accepts strings 

by empty stack. Then clearly any tape accepted by it will specify 

the value taken by the schema for all interpretations consistent with 

the tape. Also, the language recognised from an arbitrary configuration 
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of M will relate in the same way to the values taken by the 

corresponding term in the schema for different interpretations. 

From this it follows that two configurations of M are equivalent 

in the automaton sense if and only if, for any interpretation, the 

two corresponding terms in the schema either evaluate to the same 

value, or are both undefined. Thus if M has only a finite number 

X, of pairwise distinguishable reachable configurat ions, then 

the schema can be rewritten as a Ianov schema with X boxes. 

By examining the dpda M we have just described, we find that 

it can be constructed to have the following parameters: 

tc+tvI 

h= h' where h' is the length of the 
longest term in the function 
definitionsp 

2g 

q= 2g + 1. 

We notice that the only kind of memory capacity that M needs is 

that of being able to remember the last input character read. The 

subclass of Do with this property we shall denote by dB-S. We note 

that the evaluating machine M is a special form of a dB-S machine, 

since a subset, f, of its input alphabet need not be distinguished 

in memory, and also no element of f, regarded now as stack symbols, 

can be c-popped. 
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8.3 dB-S Automata 

The above mentioned restriction on memory implies directly 

that for dB-S machinesý states cannot change in the course of 

c-derivations. A consequence of this is that a simplified 

analogue of Lemma 7.2 can be derived. 

Lemma 8.1 

For a configuration c of a dB-S machine, if c has stack w, 

and N is an index set of' N eloments all less than IwI 
, then 

Any segment of w is null transparent, and 

If > 2kt, where ka2, then some segment of 

w induced by N is k-invisible in c. 

Proof 

(i) Trivial. 

(ii) Using the same notation as in the proof of 

Lemma 

We apply the induction principle there stated. However, now we 

choose P=F and the inductive assertion A(P 
mNm) 

to be 

E: Nm, AcPmA does not occur in wi j 

Then A (P N) is trivially true if P0=0 and N0=N. We then 

assume that A(P 
MNM) 

is true, and that r, r', the smallest and 

second smallest elements of N, are distinct. If w r, r , is 
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k-invisible, then the desired result is proved. Otherwise there 

must be some a-derivation that is an k-derivation rendering it 

visible i. e. 

(s w o, r t) 

but (b) not (s' w o, rl) 
+ (E) (s"wo, 

r)' 

We note that this second condition now necessarily implies that 

W rr , cannot be c-popped at all from the configuration (S"wo, 
rl)' 

Let N 
M+l 

be the largest subset of NM induced by the popping sequence 

of an c-subderivation of the a derivation. Then (N -1)lk. M+l M 
This E-derivatior, must eventually terminate when some A' in the 

stack is reached. Further, this occurrence must be at a higher 

level in w than r, which means that A' 0 Pme Also, A' cannot occur 

in any segment induced by N 
M+l' 

for then that occurrence could not 

=Put have been popped in the same c-derivation. Thus, if P 
M+l m 

'A'), 

then A (P 
m+l' 

N 
m+ 1) must also be true. To ensure that the induction can 

proceed, if necessary, until r is exhausted, it is now sufficient 

t that K> 2k . 
El 

In the light of this we can rework Theorem 7.1 to obtain the 

I 

following. 

Lemma 8.2 

A dB-S dpda recognising a regular set can have no more than 

log q+ log h) pairwise inequivalent reachable configurations. 
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Proof 

We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. 

Having chosen N, we now require only a q-invisible segment induced by 

N. For then, using the shortest distinguishing string ý, assuming 

that it exists, we can find a null-transparent segment induced by N 

such that the ý-subderivation that pops it reads some input, but 

does not cause a net change in state. This is the construction we 

require, and, from LeTnma 8.1, it clearly works for any configuration 
t 

of height greater than Yt where y is of order 2hqtq This gives the 

required bound f or X. El 

Note 

This shows that the dB-S restriction reduces the q-dependCL! ce 

of the bound X from a double to a single exponential expression. 

8.4 Bounds on Succinctness 

From Lemma 8.2 and the observations of §8.2 we immediately 

derive 

Theorem 8.1 

For a dB-S schema with t function symbols, g predicates, and 

terms of length no more than h in its function definitionsg if a 

Ianov schema strongly equivalent to it (i. e. under all interpretations) 

2 
exists, then the latter need have no more than order E (tg + log h) 

boxes - 11 
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2 It remains to show that an E order of size may indeed be 

necessary. 

Theorem 8.2 

For each positive integer n, there is a dB-S schema with 

3(n+l) function symbols, n+1 predicate symbols, h=2, and with 

total description linear in n, that has strongly equivalent Ianov 

schemas, but only of size at least E2 (n). 

Proof 

We use the same idea as Meyer and Fischer2l use for their 

corresponding result for dpda, and show that it can be made to work 

even in this more restricted framework. 

For each n we construct the following schema with function 

++ Z15 ... F function constants variables {F 
0, 

Flý ... Fný Flq ... F 
n" ný 

jf+q f-I and predicates'{ppplq ... Pn': 

Ffp then (if p then F+Ff+ else FFf+) else if p 2""' 011010 

else if p then (if p then F+Ff+ else F- F f+) 
nnono 

else FI 

+ '; -7= 
if p then I else if p else if pi_l then I 

112****** 

else if pi then (if p then FIf+ else I) 

else if pi+l then F 
co 6@0@00 else if pn then Fo. 

else I. 
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if p1 then I else if p2 else if pi_l then I 

else if pi then (if p then I else Ff 
. ý-i 

else if p, +, then F. 
0 ...... else if pn then F 

co 

else I. 

Ffp1 then Fco else if p2 else if p, then Fo. 

else I. 

Let m= min IfiI Pi(lf+lj) is false for 1 :! ý i :! ý nI for 

a particular interpretation. Then the corresponding evaluation 

will consist of two parts, the first one consisting of m applications 

of the F0 definition, and the second only of applications of the others. 

The first part produces an unevaluated term which is a string of length 

m over the function variables -L'Fl .... FntF1Fn1, while the second 

monotonically shortens this, unless an F. 
0 occurs. 

Changing to our dpda terminology, we notice that we have a 1-turn 

machine which, depending on the input, can read any word from 

+ {Fl Fn9 Flý ... Fn 1* into the stack on the upstroke. Denoting by 

k any truth vector such that p truebut p false for j<k, we k 

observe that each F+ or F- is c-popped by h if k<i, and leads directly 
11 

to rejection if k>i. If k=i but the sign of F1 does not match the 

truth value of p, then the symbol is again c-popped. However, if there 

is matching, then the appropriate one of f+ of f- is "evaluated" and 

the next truth vector is read from the input tape (i. e. the "interpretation") 

leaving FI at the top of the stack. The role of F is to insist that the 

next vector be k for k>i. Thus in the downstroke no more than n truth 

vectors and n function constants can be read, from which we deduce that 
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there are only a finite number of inequivalent configurations in 

such a machine. 

To see that this number is, h, 
--)wever, of order E2 (n), we 

show that for any of the 22 subsets of'ff 
+9f-In, there is some 

configuration which can evaluate, depending on the interpretation, 

to everything in the subset but to nothing in its complement, We observe 

that any such subset can be represented by a binary tree of depth n 

with branches marked by a sign from'{+, -1. Furthermore any such 

tree can be represented by a string from'{F+, ... F+ t F-t F-}* in 
1n1n 

the following polish notation: Each Fi represents a left branch 

from the (i-l)th to the i-th level of nodes, and F+a similar right branch. i 

The string itself is the expansion of the tree from the 0-th level (the 

root) by the following recursive process: 

<tree > -* <branch-> <branch +>90<n 
111 

<tree > 
n 

<branch. > -* AI F+ 
1 i+l <tree i+l >10 :5i<n 

<branch +> 
-->- AF 

1 i+l <tree i+ 'ý" 00 :5i<n 

Any string generated from <tree 
0> 

defines the set of paths in the 

tree that go from the root to n-th level nodes. It is easy to verify 

that the evaluation of such a string by our schema corresponds exactly to 

tracing a path in the tree it specifies, and that the possible final 

values such a string can take correspond to the paths in this tree. D 
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We have therefore established that the succinctness measure 

we are investigating involves two levels of exponentiation. We 

note, however, that in the above example g and t cannot be vaiied 

independently. Thus to obtain more detailed results for the 

leading exponent for the different combinations of parameter values, 

further analysis is necessary. For example, in the schema above, 

we could have economised on the number of predicates used, 

at the expense of greater complications in description, to obtain 

a slightly better result for one particular such case. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the various deterministic families of 

pushdown automata are rich in decidable and potentially decidable 

properties. In doing so we have also indicated areas outside 

automata theory to which our results relate. 

Several well motivated decision problems have been left 

unresolved. Moreover, even for those shown to be decidable, the 

derived procedures usually require at least exponential time. As 

we do not know of any arguments to show that polynomial time 

d1gorithms do not exist for these, important gaps remain here also. 

We can, however, single out from among these open quc--stions 

the ones which appear the most immediate. 

Finding an equivalence test for the unrestricted class of 

deterministic pushdown automata was the primary unachieved goal 

of our work. Although the existence of one can perhaps be now 

conjectured with considerable confidence in the light of our 

'results, a proof of this would still be of great interest, for the 

additional insights it may provide. It appears plausible that 

techniques related to our parallel and alternate stacking 

constructions, and our simulations by nondeterministic pushdown 

automata, will play a part in settling the problem. Our work 

suggests that the resolution of our conjecture about alternate 

stacking for the class RO , and the finding of an equivalence test 

for the class S, may be significant next steps to that end. A 

positive solution to the latter problem, which we have not investigated, 
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also appears to be a prerequisite for finding a test of strong 

equivalence for deBakker-Scott schemas. 

For the regularity problem, since we have improved Stearns' 

test to a near optimal level, to achieve further improvements a 

new approach is necessary. The relationship we have established 

between this and a number of containment problems which are 

currently open, can be interpreted as a two sided challenge. In 

the absence of a more efficient regularity test, it hints that 

If these other problems are decidable, then it may be difficult to prove 

them to be so. 

We have not given much attention to the inclusion problem 

because of the well-known negative results concerning it. However, 

since we bave proved its undecidability for even a very restricted 

caýýe of RO ,a resolution of this problem for the simple machines So 

seems most timely. 

Thus our work suggests that there remain numerous distinct 

features of the structure of these classes of automata yet to be 

uncovered, and indicates some specific directions along which 

these might be sought. The rewards of this search will be, we 

believe, to increase our understanding of these computations, and 

to render particular instances of them more susceptible to practical 

ana ys is - 
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